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Abstract
The titin-telethonin complex, essential for anchoring filaments in the Z-disc of
the sarcomere, is composed of immunoglobulin domains. Surprisingly, atomic
force microscopy experiments showed that it can resist forces much higher than
the typical immunoglobulin domain and with an unusually broad force distribu-
tion. In addition, the same atomic force microscopy experiments showed that
it resists forces in a strongly directional manner, demonstrating the behavior of
immunoglobulin domains in the non-physiological direction, but withstanding
forces 4x higher in the physiological direction. By following the mechanical re-
sponse of the complex on experimental timescales, we found that the mechanical
stability of titin-telethonin is modulated primarily by the strength of contacts
between telethonin and the two titin chains and that the mechanical stability
of titin-telethonin in the non-physiological direction, while being poorly tuned
to resist high force, is still capable of resisting shearing force in a manner very
similar to the physiological direction. Using a combination of coarse-grained
an atomistic studies, we have uncovered significant molecular mechanisms to
explain the diverse behavior displayed by this protein complex, while providing
useful insight into the complexs role in protein-protein interactions within the
muscle.
Additionally, our findings have led us to suggest that the titin-telethonin com-
plex, with its diverse and directionally dependent behavior provides an oppor-
tunity to produce a mechanically robust, but finely tunable biologically-derived
material capable of responding differently to forces over a range of 200-800 pN,
and that the titin-telethonin complex retains its key properties when strung
together as tandems and bundled into complexes containing multiple proteins.
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Introduction
Protein-protein interactions are the source of numerous interesting biochemical
questions that cover such a broad range of topics of DNA organization to pro-
grammed cell death. Highly conserved histones interact as a hetero-octamer,
composed of two units each of proteins H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. H3 and H4
form a hetero-tetramer as do H2A and H2B, each tetramer then arranges into
a nucleosome octomer. All of these proteins have substantially exposed positive
charges that can strongly interact with the negative phosphate backbones of
DNA, thus allowing DNA to readily bind, and coil. Histones represent a very
organized and specific example of protein-protein interactions, though many
protein-protein interactions are non-specific particularly in the case of many
chaperones, chaperonins, and heat shock proteins. Although some of these pro-
teins interact with specific proteins through recognizing specific sequences or
structural features, many interact non-specifically through interacting with ex-
posed hydrophobic resides, such as the well-studied GroEl-GroEs complex which
binds to exposed hydrophobic resides from a variety of misfolded proteins.
The muscle is an excellent environment for studying protein-protein interac-
tions, since it is a protein dense environment that has a diverse array of protein-
protein interactions. Protein-protein interactions within the muscle are involved
in everything from muscle repair to muscle contraction. Several proteins in the
muscle have very specific interaction partners and interactions are important
elements in muscle function. The hetero trimeric troponin complex, TnI, TnC,
and TnT binds to actin and releases from actin in a Ca2+ dependent manner.
When calcium binds to TnC, the complex undergoes a conformational change,
freeing TnI from actin, which allows the motor protein myosin to bind to actin.
The interactions between these proteins form the underlying basis of muscle
contraction and relaxation.
The following studies are the result of several years work investigating the in-
teractions of the titin-telethonin(TLT) protein complex, and the importance of
the interactions between titin and TLT in resisting force in a directional man-
ner. Additionally, after considering the biophysical properties of the titin-TLT
system, I have performed additional preliminary work investigating the mate-
rial properties of the complex as a potential candidate as a biological material,
which has promising qualities that could have medical or engineering applica-
tions.
Muscle involves cooperative interactions between many specialized proteins.
Sarcomeres, the basic contractile unit of muscle arrange into muscle fibres of
interconnected thin, thick, titin, and (only in skeletal muscle) nebulin filaments
(Beckerle and Gregorio, 2002). The Z-disc of the sarcomere anchors and aligns
the sarcomere filaments, with the help of several smaller proteins(Zou et al.,
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2006). Thus, to perform its function, the Z-disc must be mechanically stable.
The Z-disc plays a crucial role as the main anchoring point of the molecular
machinery that underlies muscle contraction Faulkner et al. (Faulkner et al.,
2001). A major breakthrough in the Z-disc and its role in the structure and
function of myofibrils came with the determination of the X-ray structure of the
titin-telethonin(TLT) complex (Zou et al., 2006). The structure revealed an un-
usual palindromic assembly with TLT sandwiched between two titin molecules.
This sandwich consists of two immunoglobulin-type (Ig-type) domains Z1 and
Z2 on either side, with a single TLT(Ig-like) protein between them(Zou et al.,
2006).
Rief and coworkers (Bertz et al., 2009), showed that the titin-TLT assembly
is strongly directional, specifically, their atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based
study found that the complex resists mechanical failure of the first Z domain
at forces 4 times larger than the corresponding apo state. They also found
that, despite the perfectly symmetric arrangement of the two Z2 domains, these
domains exhibit drastically different resistance to pulling in the C-C direction
(Bertz et al., 2009). These studies provide unique mechanistic insights into the
structure and functionality of the complex, but they fall short at deciphering
the molecular reasons of the behavior of this system under force.
Schulten and coworkers have employed Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD)(Lee
et al., 2006) and adaptive biasing force bulk simulations (Lee et al., 2007) to the
apo titin-TLT and TLT alone. They found that the failure force of the Z2 do-
main (Lee et al., 2006) is twice as large as the force needed to unfold the domain
in the apo state (Lee et al., 2007). They also discovered, a major load-bearing
region of the complex consisting of 7 interstrand hydrogen bonds formed be-
tween the D-strand in TLT and the G-strand in the Z2 domain. Unfortunately,
due to the high pulling speed, the results of these studies are difficult to compare
with the AFM results (Bertz et al., 2009). Additionally, these simulations were
not run past the first unfolding transition, so they could not provide insights
into any of the other unfolding transitions observed in experiments.
The C-terminal directionality of the titin-TLTs force resistance has been estab-
lished(Bertz et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2007), however in the protein packed Z-disc,
with its rich array of protein-protein interactions, it is still unclear why the
titin-TLT complex forms this way. Titin is known to interact with many differ-
ent proteins in order to fulfill its physiological role as a structural anchor and a
force regulator, it is unclear why this orientation is essential for titins force re-
sistance, due to titins megadalton size and its many interaction partners. With
its large number of Ig tandems, it is a wonder why any particular point of at-
tachment would be preferable to another, and it is unclear why physiological
force is resisted in the C-terminal direction, since titin has such a large number
of interactions within the Z-disc. After exploring the molecular mechanism of
the C-terminal force resistance, it is natural to reapproach Riefs experiments
on titins N-terminus. Why should biology prefer a single orientation of such a
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massive molecule? This is the central question of the N-terminal investigation,
what makes it so different from the C-terminal?
Up to this point, I havve discussed the physical and biological relevance of the
titin-TLT complex, but its diverse mechanical properties make it an ideal can-
didate for study as a material. Developing novel materials is of considerable
interest for solving biologically relevant problems, or developing novel treat-
ments. Proteins are promising prospective candidates because their structural
properties can be tuned through chemical modification or sequence changes.
The body already contains natural complex materials that have diverse physi-
cal properties i.e. tendons (Genin et al., 2009). Recent computational studies
have looked at the mechanical properties of fibronectin bundles which can be
finely tuned through the modification of intermolecular interactions and the ar-
rangement of the fibronectin monomers that comprise the bundle(Peleg et al.,
2012). Fibronectin contains cryptic binding sites capable of binding with other
proteins. The treatment of the cryptic sites allowed for considerable mechan-
ical diversity of the bundles. We are particularly interested in the titin-TLT
complex due to the large number of points of attachment(Bertz et al., 2009) al-
lowing for variable force orientations, the strongly directional nature of its force
resistance(Bertz et al., 2009), and its propensity to form higher order struc-
tures(Pinotsis et al., 2006). Additionally the, long, disordered C-terminal tail
of TLT is a likely candidate for cryptic binding sites as described above with
fibronectin.
Previous computational work on the titin-TLT complex has been all-atom(Lee
et al., 2006, 2007). Limitations in the timescale inherent to all-atomic descrip-
tion call for the use of computationally-intensive, coarse-grained approaches that
can provide both statistically significant and experimentally relevant informa-
tion about the unfolding transitions in large-size biomolecules. Coarse-grained
approaches have been developed to describe complex biomolecules (De Mori
et al., 2005, Neri et al., 2005, Kwak and Hansmann, 2005, Christen and van
Gunsteren, 2005, Voth and Chu, 2006, Chu and Voth, 2007, Zheng et al., 2007).
We used the self-organized polymer model (SOP-model) (Hyeon et al., 2006),
which allows us to use experimental pulling speeds to describe the unfolding
reactions of proteins in experimental timescales and to determine the molec-
ular details that account for the mechanical behavior of titin-TLT. The SOP
model has been previously used to unravel the details of the unfolding of green
fluorescent protein (GFP), microtubule protofilaments, and fibrinogen tandems
(Mickler et al., 2007, Dima and Joshi, 2008, Zhmurov et al., 2011, Theisen et al.,
2012, 2013). Furthermore, this model has been successfully employed to study
molecular motors (Hyeon and Onuchic, 2007, Zhang and Thirumalai, 2012), the
details of large scale allosteric transformations in GroEL (Hyeon et al., 2006),
and the folding of the denatured SH3 domains (Liu et al., 2011) and GFP
(Reddy et al., 2012). These studies show that the use of coarse-grained simula-
tions on experimental timescales allows for the recovery of the unfolding forces
and unfolding pathways. In order to parameterize our SOP simulations and to
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generate alternate starting structures, we used a variety of implicit solvent and
all-atom simulations as well. This combined approach using both SOP and all
atom methods allows us to incorporate a variety of molecular details into our
system(alternate contact maps) without increasing the overall complexity of the
system.
Chapter 1: Molecular investigations into the me-
chanics of a muscle anchoring complex
Nicholas K. Bodmer
Department of Chemistry,
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
Kelly E. Theisen
Department of Chemistry,
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
Ruxandra I. Dima
Department of Chemistry
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
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Published in Biophysical Journal May 5 2015 Volume 108, Issue 9, Pages 2322-
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SUMMARY
The titin-telethonin complex, essential for anchoring filaments in the Z-disc of
the sarcomere, is composed of immunoglobulin domains. Surprisingly, atomic
force microscopy experiments showed that it resists forces much higher than
the typical immunoglobulin domain and that the force distribution is unusually
broad. To investigate the origin of this behavior, we developed a multi-scale
simulation approach, combining minimalist and atomistic models (SOP-AT). By
following the mechanical response of the complex on experimental timescales, we
found that the mechanical stability of titin-telethonin is modulated primarily
by the strength of contacts between telethonin and the two titin chains, and
secondarily by the timescales of conformational excursions inside telethonin and
the pulled titin domains. Our SOP-AT computational approach thus provides
a powerful tool for the exploration of the link between conformational diversity
and the broadness of the mechanical response, which can be applied to other
multi-domain or multi-protein complexes.
Key words: mechanical behavior; coarse-grained simulations; titin-telethonin
interaction; single-molecule experiments
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Introduction
Muscle contraction is an amazing example of cell motility resulting from coop-
erative interactions between an array of specialized proteins. Sarcomeres, the
basic contractile unit of myofibrils, whose parallel arrangements result in the
formation of muscle fibres, are 2−3µm long and 1µm wide collections of in-
terconnected thin, thick, titin, and (only in skeletal muscle) nebulin filaments
(Beckerle and Gregorio, 2002). The Z-disc of the sarcomere anchors and aligns
the majority of the sarcomeric filaments, with the help of smaller proteins such
as telethonin (TLT) and α-actinin (Zou et al., 2006). Thus, to perform its
function, the Z-disc must be very stable mechanically. The basic mechanism
of mechanotransduction involves converting mechanical signals into electrical or
chemical signals. The Z-disc plays a crucial role in mechanotransduction due to
its ability to collect the mechanical force produced by the interaction of myosin
and actin within the sarcomere, thus forming the main anchoring point of the
molecular machinery that underlies muscle contraction Faulkner et al. (2001).
The complexity of the sarcomere and of the Z-disc is the reason why decipher-
ing the basis for their functions is still an ongoing effort even after decades of
investigations.
A major breakthrough in understanding how the binding of filaments in the
Z-disc affects the overall architecture of myofibrils and their functions came
with the determination of the X-ray structure of the titin-telethonin (titin-TLT)
complex (Zou et al., 2006). The structure revealed a palindromic assembly
with TLT sandwiched between the N-terminal domains of two titin filaments.
In this ensemble, the N-terminal region of the titin filament consists of two
immunoglobulin-type (Ig-type) domains Z1 and Z2, arranged in a tandem. The
Z domains (98 residues each) are connected by a 3 residue linker giving rise to
an elongated tandem structure (Zou et al., 2006). This differs from the X-ray
structure from the apo-Z1Z2 form (Marino et al., 2006), in which the tandem
populates at least two different conformations - one is elongated, resembling the
titin-TLT state, and the other is V-shaped in which the two Z domains interact
non-covalently. The N-terminal part (1-90) of TLT in the titin-TLT complex
forms an extended β-sheet with 8 β-strands that glue the Z domains together.
Rief and coworkers (Bertz et al., 2009), showed that the titin-TLT assembly
is a strongly directed molecular bond, built to resist force loads applied in the
direction of the titin filament (the C-C direction). Specifically, their atomic
force microscopy (AFM)-based study found that, while the titin-TLT complex
resists unbinding when pulled in the C-C-direction, the force for unfolding of the
first Z domain is 4.3 times larger than the corresponding force for the apo-Z1Z2
state. They also found that, despite the perfectly symmetric arrangement of
the two Z2 domains in the complex, these domains exhibit drastically different
resistance to pulling force when the complex experiences tension in the C-C di-
rection: the first Z2 domain unfolds at a ∼ 730 pN force, whereas only ∼ 230 pN
is sufficient to unravel the second Z2 domain (Bertz et al., 2009). These studies
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provide unique mechanistic insights into the structure and functionality of the
titin-TLT assembly, but they fall short at deciphering the molecular underpin-
nings of the rich kinetic behavior of this system under force. The structures of
the titin-TLT complex and the apo-Z1Z2 tandem offer a unique opportunity for
molecular level modeling of this Z-disc anchor.
Schulten and coworkers have employed Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD) (Lee
et al., 2006) and adaptive biasing force bulk simulations (Lee et al., 2007) to
explore the link between the binding of TLT to the titin domains in the titin-
TLT complex and compare the mechanical stability of the complex with the
stability of the apo-Z1Z2 tandem. They found that the force for dissociation
of the Z1-Z2 domains in the complex (Lee et al., 2006) is twice as large as the
force needed to unfold these domains in their apo-Z1Z2 state (Lee et al., 2007).
Also, a major load-bearing region of the complex consists of 7 interstrand hy-
drogen bonds formed between residues Thr50, His52, Gln54, and Gln56 in the
D β-strand in TLT and residues Thr188, Thr186, Arg184, and V al182 in the
G β-strand in the Z2 domain. Unfortunately, due to large gap in loading rate
regimes, the results of these studies do not match the AFM results regarding
the critical force for the first force peak (Bertz et al., 2009). Also, because these
simulations have not been continued beyond the first unfolding transition, they
could not provide further insights into the molecular origin of most of the un-
folding transitions observed in experiments.
Limitations in the lengthscale and timescale inherent to all-atomic description
call for the use of computationally-intensive, coarse-grained approaches that
can provide both statistically significant and experimentally relevant informa-
tion about the unfolding transitions in large-size biomolecular assemblies such
as the titin-TLT complex. Coarse-grained approaches have been developed to
describe complex phenomena in biomolecules (De Mori et al., 2005, Neri et al.,
2005, Kwak and Hansmann, 2005, Christen and van Gunsteren, 2005, Voth and
Chu, 2006, Chu and Voth, 2007, Zheng et al., 2007). One such model is the self-
organized polymer model (SOP-model) (Hyeon et al., 2006), which allows us to
use experimental values of pulling speed to describe the force-induced unfolding
reactions in proteins in experimental centisecond time. Previously, the SOP
model led us to unravel the details of the force-unfolding scenarios in the green
fluorescent protein (GFP), microtubule protofilaments, and fibrinogen tandems
in agreement with experimental measurements (Mickler et al., 2007, Dima and
Joshi, 2008, Zhmurov et al., 2011, Theisen et al., 2012, 2013). Furthermore, this
model has been successfully employed to understand the mechanical control of
molecular motors (Hyeon and Onuchic, 2007, Zhang and Thirumalai, 2012),
the details of large scale allosteric transformations in GroEL (Hyeon et al.,
2006), and the folding steps for denatured SH3 domains (Liu et al., 2011) and
GFP (Reddy et al., 2012). These studies show that the use of coarse-grained
simulations on experimental timescales allows for the recovery of the critical
unfolding force and the prediction of the (mechanical) unfolding pathway(s).
Still, most fall short in reproducing the experimental distribution of unfolding
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forces. While for single domain proteins, such as I27, the distribution arising
from AFM experiments (Rief et al., 1997) is narrow, with a very pronounced
peak at the critical shearing force value, in the case of the titin-TLT complex
the force distributions for the various peaks are extremely broad. For example,
the distribution of the first unfolding peak force spans an interval from 200 to
900 pN (Bertz et al., 2009). To address the above limitation in simulations,
we have developed a multi-scale integrated approach that blends coarse-grained
with atomistic simulations, the SOP-AT model.
Application of the SOP model to the titin-TLT complex enabled us to determine
the details of the conformational changes associated to its response to mechan-
ical forces, on the AFM experimental timescales. Most importantly, using the
SOP-AT approach we were able to fully recover the experimental distribution
of rupture forces for all the unfolding intermediates. This is the first time, to
our knowledge, that such a high level of correspondence has been achieved be-
tween simulations and AFM dynamic force spectroscopy experiments. In turn,
our approach opens new possibilities for studies into the connection between the
degree of conformational variability in the native basin of attraction of a protein
and its functional states by combining single molecule force experiments with
simulations conducted on similar timescales.
Experimental Procedures
Models used in simulations
We used a topology-based model (the SOP-model) for the titin-TLT complex
in which each amino acid is represented by its Cα atom (Hyeon et al., 2006).
The total potential energy function for the conformation of the given protein,
specified in terms of the coordinates {ri} (i=1, 2, · · ·N) where N is the total
number of residues, is
VT = VFENE + V
ATT
NB + V
REP
NB = −
N−1∑
i=1
k
2
R20 log(1−
(ri,i+1 − r
o
i,i+1)
2
R20
)
+
N−3∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+3
h[(
roij
rij
)12 − 2(
roij
rij
)6]∆ij
+
N−2∑
i=1
l(
σi,i+2
ri,i+2
)6 +
N−3∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+3
l(
σ
rij
)6(1−∆ij). (1)
Here, the distance between two interacting residues i and i + 1 is ri,i+1, and
roi,i+1 is the corresponding value in the native structure. The first term in Eqn.3
is the backbone chain connectivity potential. The second term accounts for
the non-covalent interactions that stabilize the native (folded) state. If the non-
covalently linked residues i and j (|i−j|>2) are within a cut-off distance RC (i.e.
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rij<RC=8A˚) ∆ij=1, and zero otherwise. All non-native interactions, described
by the third and fourth terms in Eqn.3, are treated as repulsive. Also, in this
equation R0=2 A˚ and l=1kcal/mol.
We ran simulations using two versions of contact maps to account for the native-
like interactions between various positions in the complex that stabilize the con-
formation represented in 1YA5: (1) a SOP-based map containing all the pairwise
contacts between aminoacids whose Cα atoms lie within 8 A˚ of each other; and
(2) a CSU-based map containing all the pairwise contacts between aminoacids
selected using the Contacts of Structural Units (CSU) method (Sobolev et al.,
1999) as detailed in Section I.4 from the Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures. We also employed implicit solvent models for the titin-TLT complex in
which each amino acid was represented atomistically, the GB model (Qiu et al.,
1997) and the SASA model (Ferrara et al., 2002, Eisenberg and McLachlan,
1986) to generate input structures for SOP-based simulations. Details about
characteristics of these structures compared to 1YA5 are presented in Tables 3
and 4.
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Figure 1: Structure of the titin-TLT complex from the 1YA5 entry showing the
engineered disulfide bonds in green. Chain A is in blue, chain B is in red, and
TLT is in yellow. This color convention is used in all subsequent conformational
snapshots. The positions of the disulfide bonds are Cys 86A to Cys 16T and
Cys 86B to Cys 46T. This and all the other structural renderings of the complex
were done using the VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996) and Povray programs.
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In our SOP-model simulations we used Brownian dynamics at T = 300 K to
generate the mechanical unfolding trajectories. All simulations were performed
using the SOP package implemented on GPUs (Zhmurov et al., 2010b). For
the GB and SASA equilibrium runs we used the velocity Verlet integration. All
simulations were performed at T = 300 K. Details of the set-ups, estimation of
the integration timestep, and a description of the structures used in simulations
are in Sections I.1, I.2, and I.3, respectively from the Supplemental Exper-
imental Procedures. The range of pulling speeds employed for the various
SOP simulations and the fitting of the resulting dependence of critical forces ver-
sus speed are presented in Section I.5 from the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures. Information about the number of runs for each pulling scenario
are in Table 2.
Structural deformation and tension propagation
To monitor the progress of the deformation from the initial conformation, we cal-
culated the structural overlap function for each residue (i) in each domain from
the complex. The overlap function is defined as χi(t) = 1−
1
N−3
∑N
j=1 Θ
(
R0 − |ri,j − r
o
i,j |
)
(1−
δ(j − i− 1))(1 − δ(j − i+ 1)). Here, ri,j is the distance between two residues i
and j, roi,j is the native distance between i and j, R0 is 2 A˚, N is the number of
residues in the domain, and Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. For each posi-
tion we calculate χi only with respect to all the other j positions which are not
covalently linked to i and belong to the same domain as i. Based on the above
equation, χi(t) = 0 means that the structure at time t is identical to the initial
structure, while a 1.0 means that the structure is very deformed compared to
the starting structure. To account for the thermal noise, we chose a maximum
time period ∆t, and we calculated the average value < χi(t) > over ∆t. We
used ∆t = 160 (800) ns for the (v = 1µm/s) unfolding simulations (for the
(v = 0.1µm/s) simulations). Details about the corresponding change in tension
in the bonds of the complex, DeltaF, determined using our previously described
approach (Joshi et al., 2010) are provided in Section I.6 of the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
Results
Mechanical response of the titin-telethonin complex using
the SOP set of contacts
Our simulations of force-induced unfolding for the titin-TLT complex along the
physiological C-C direction revealed that, at v = 1.0 µm/s, first the pulled Z2
domain detaches from TLT and unfolds internally (critical force of 800 pN),
followed by TLT (critical force of 360 pN) and finally by the fixed Z2 domain
(critical force of 225 pN) (see Fig.2A). These results match their experimental
counterparts (Bertz et al., 2009) very well: average force of 707 ± 24 pN at
extension of 29.7 ± 0.4 nm for the first unfolding event (one of the Z2 domains),
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392 ± 17 pN at extension of 19.6 nm for TLT (second unfolding event), and 228
± 6 pN at extension of 29.8 nm for the third unfolding event (the second Z2
domain). In experiments it is not possible to tell which of the two chains (A or
B) tends to open first, while this information is readily available in simulations.
Analysis of our unfolding trajectories showed that the Z2 domain at the pulled
end unfolds first.
Because the agreement between the critical unfolding forces in our simulations
and their experimental counterparts is very good, we can use the microscopic in-
formation from our simulations to pinpoint the origin of the difference in critical
unfolding force between the second Z2 domain (Z2B) and the first Z2 domain
(Z2A). Namely, the unfolding of Z2A occurs by shearing of the contacts be-
tween its G strand and TLT and its internal contacts between its G-strand and
the A- and A’-strands, in accord with the results of the SMD simulations (Lee
et al., 2006). In contrast, Z2B opens following the typical Ig domain behav-
ior by shearing the contacts between its G-strand and the A- and A’-strands.
Moreover, we found that TLT opens by unzipping from the Z2B domain. This
results from the rotation of the titin-TLT complex following the unfolding of the
Z2A domain which aligns it perpendicular to the direction of the applied force,
ultimately allowing the unzipping of the hydrogen bonds between the G-strand
of Z2B and TLT.
To gauge the robustness of the mechanical response of the complex along the
C-C direction, we performed several slower and faster in silico experiments
using pulling speeds of 0.1, 0.5, 10, and 100 µm/s, respectively, all in the AFM
regime. We found that the above unfolding order was preserved irrespective
of the pulling speed. The only change was in the value of the peak forces (see
Fig.7(A)), which decreased or increased respectively following the expected Bell-
Evans behavior (Bell, 1978, Evans and Ritchie, 1997, Evans, 2001) (see Figs.7(B)
and 7(C) for the corresponding fit for the first two unfolding force peaks). From
this fit for each force peak, the positions of the respective transition states were,
∼ 2 A˚ and ∼ 3 A˚ using Eqn.(S1) from Section I.5 in the Supplementary
Experimental Procedures. These values are similar to the related quantity
for the unfolding of I27 (3.0 A˚) (Rief et al., 1997).
Tension and structural deformation
Analysis of the conformational changes along our SOP-based trajectories pro-
vided further insights into the differences in the unfolding behavior of the three
domains (Z2A, Z2B, and TLT). For each bond in the chain we determined the
change in its tension (DeltaF) with time using trajectories ran at v = 1 µm/s
(the specific time points are indicated by the colored blocks in Fig.2B). The
calculations were done according to the approach from Section I.6 in the Sup-
plementary Experimental Procedures. The first domain to unfold is Z2A,
depicted in Fig.2F for P1. During P1, at t ∼ 1 ms (blue line in Fig.2E for P1),
we found a substantial tension build-up on the G-strands at the C-term ends of
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both the Z2A and the Z2B domains located at the pulled and, respectively, the
fixed end of the complex. Close to the peak, at t ∼ 4 ms (green line in Fig.2E
for P1), there is an increase by ∼ 600 pN in the tension inside the bonds of the
G-strands of both Z2A and Z2B and of ∼ 200 pN inside the B, D, and E strands
of TLT. Strands B and E are in contact with strand G in Z2B, while strand D is
in contact with strand G from Z2A. Thus, the build up of tension in TLT at the
same time as the ramping up of force in the Z2 domains is due to the large num-
ber of strong bonds between its three β-strands and the G-strands of titin. The
difference between the two Z2 domains is: the DeltaF in the N-term end of Z2A
(strands A and A’) is almost double the DeltaF in the corresponding strands at
the N-term of Z2B (140 pN versus ∼ 90 pN). Because Z2A is the domain that
detaches from TLT and unfolds at the end of this peak, we ascertain that an in-
crease in the tension at the N-term end of a domain is indicative of its ability to
unfold. This is supported by our findings, described below, for the unfolding of
the complex when using the CSU-based contacts (Sobolev et al., 1999). In this
set of simulations the unfolding starts from the fixed end of the complex (Z2B)
and the change in tension at the N-term of Z2B right before the actual shearing
and unfolding events (∼ 70 pN) exceeds the change in tension in the N-term
end of Z2A (∼ 50 pN) (see Fig.3C which depicts the behavior of DeltaF during
the first peak for the CSU-based simulations). Immediately following the first
peak (red line in Fig.2E for P1), there is a sustained change in tension (∼ 130
pN) across the entire Z2A domain, the signature of the unfolding of this domain.
The degree of structural deformation was sampled at the time points depicted
in Fig.2C for P1. At the beginning of P1 (Fig.2D for P1) it is high (average
χi-values ∼ 0.5) in the two Z2 domains (at the fixed and the pulled end), even
higher (0.65) in TLT, and moderate (∼ 0.35) in the two Z1 domains. Following
the unfolding of the Z2A domain, signaled by the average χi value across this
domain approaching 1.0 (red and orange lines), Z2B and TLT relax towards
their native states as indicated by their average χi values dropping to ∼ 0.32
and 0.2, respectively. TLT is the last folded domain to relax towards its native
state (orange line). For the duration of the peak the two Z1 domains populate
states close to their native conformations, with average χi values ∼ 0.3. Z1B
is able to execute larger conformational excursions than Z1A and it reaches a
low average χi value (∼ 0.28) only when TLT gets to an average χi ∼ 0.2. We
attribute this behavior to the fact that Z1B sits right across from Z2A, its G
strand being linked covalently through a disulfide bond with strand C in TLT.
Strand C is in contact with strand D in TLT, which is also in contact with
strand G in Z2A. Thus the deformation and subsequent rupture of the contacts
between strand G in Z2A and strand D in TLT during the first unfolding peak
get transmitted to the Z1B domain causing it to undergo higher conformational
fluctuations compared to Z1A.
For the second unfolding peak, we found the expected substantial change in the
tension across the already unfolded Z2A domain (up to 140 pN), seen in Fig.2E
for P2. The region of the complex that experiences the largest change in tension
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at and immediately after the peak (green and red lines in Fig.2E for P2) is TLT,
signaling its unfolding. The unfolding event is in Fig.2F for P2. The behavior
of χi during this event (Fig.2D for P2) shows that TLT has much higher χi
values at its N-term end (∼ 0.91) compared to its C-term end (∼ 0.75). This
gradient also correlates well with the distribution of tension in TLT, with the
highest tension being present at its N-term end. This behavior is the reflection
of the fact that TLT cannot unfold completely, being pinned down to Z1A and
Z1B through the two disulfide bonds depicted in Fig.1. Namely, only the region
between Cys16 and Cys46 in TLT can unfold.
The last unfolding peak is characterized by a large tension gradient (up to ∼ 250
pN) in the already unfolded regions (Z2A and TLT) and in Z2B, which unfolds
at this time (see Fig.2E for P3) as depicted in Fig.2F for P3. Similarly to the
unfolding of Z2A, at the end of the peak (red line) there is a marked increase in
the DeltaF of all the bonds from Z2B, indicative of its complete unfolding. This
mode of unfolding is supported by the evolution of the structural deformation in
this peak from Fig.2D for P3, which shows that the average χi value across Z2B
is ∼ 0.93. The structures of both Z1 domains remain close to those seen at the
end of peak 2 (average χi ∼ 0.32) signaling that, unlike the unfolding of Z2A
and TLT, the unfolding of Z2B is localized to this domain only, thus unable to
induce structural changes in the folded parts of the complex which cannot open.
In a small number (5%) of trajectories, at v = 1 µm/s, TLT opened first.
Interestingly, this event occurred under ∼ 350 pN (see Fig.8A), which coincides
with the typical rupture force for TLT along the major pathway described above
(see Fig.2A). Along the minor pathway, the Z2 domains open under ∼ 200 pN
forces (see Fig.8A), characteristic for Ig domains. Analysis of the evolution of
structural deformation during the first force peak, depicted in Fig.8B, indicates
that TLT exhibits a large degree of deformation (average χi ∼ 0.50) at the
earliest step in the peak (black curve). Next (purple curve) its deformation
increases to ∼ 0.55, while the degree of structural deformation in the pulled
(Z2A) and fixed (Z2B) domains is modest (∼ 0.40 and ∼ 0.35, respectively).
This is contrasted with the corresponding steps in the first peak of the normal
pathway from Fig.2D for P1, where the two average χi values are ∼ 0.50 and ∼
0.60, respectively. The overall trend in tension propagation along the complex
is similar in the two pathways (compare Fig.8C for the TLT first pathway with
Fig.2E for P1 corresponding to the normal pathway). Thus, we conclude that
the ability of TLT to unravel first along this special pathway results from the
lag in the rate of deformation of the Z2 domains compared to TLT.
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Figure 2: Force extension curve (FEC), structural deformation, tension, and
unfolding pathway for the major unfolding pathway in the titin-TLT complex
under forces applied at its C-term ends. Panel (A): FECs. Panel (B): Force
vs time curve for the SOP-based trajectory in (A). The various blocks of color
correspond to time points used in tension analysis. The black one is the reference
for each peak. For example, for peak 1, black reference frame corresponds to
1.60 ms, purple to 2.40 ms, blue to 3.20 ms, green to 4.00 ms, red to 4.80 ms.
Panel (C): Force vs time curve for the SOP-based trajectory in (A) with various
blocks of color corresponding to time points used in the χ analysis. For peak 1,
black correspond to 3.92 ms, purple to 4.00 ms, blue to 4.08 ms, green to 4.16
ms, red to 4.24 ms, and orange to 4.32 ms. Panel (D): Structural deformation
during peaks 1 (P1), 2 (P2), and 3 (P3) from (A). The first unfolding event
is consistent across multiple pulling speeds. Panel (E): Tension change in the
bonds of the complex during peaks P1, P2, and P3 from (A). Panel (F): The
starting structure and unfolding steps corresponding to P1, P2, and P3 from
(A).
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Capturing the distributions of critical unfolding forces
The above simulations did not yield unfolding from the fixed end of the com-
plex, nor the lower values for the various critical forces (at fixed pulling speed)
seen experimentally (Bertz et al., 2009). Likely scenarios to account for these
inaccuracies are that they result from variations in the structure and/or the set
of native contacts. To determine the likelihood of these scenarios, we employed
a three part approach: (1) we started our simulations from the original Protein
Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000) structure, but using a different crite-
rion for determining the set of native contacts (CSU contacts) (Sobolev et al.,
1999); (2) we started our simulations using alternative structures of the complex
obtained by carrying out equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations using im-
plicit solvent models (GB and SASA) (Eisenberg and McLachlan, 1986, Ferrara
et al., 2002, Qiu et al., 1997), with the set of native contacts based on our orig-
inal criteria; (3) we started our simulations from the original PDB structure,
but using either a modified set of contacts or a modified strength of contacts
reducing by half or abolishing the contacts that connect the two titin chains to
TLT. We termed this approach the SOP-AT model.
Simulations using the CSU set of contacts
We performed simulations initiated from the PDB structure of the titin-TLT
complex using the CSU contact map (Sobolev et al., 1999), derived as described
in Section I.4 from the Supplementary Experimental Procedures. In these
simulations the unfolding order seen above is preserved. However the maximal
force (for the first peak) was considerably lower (< 400 pN compared to ∼ 800
pN before), as seen in Fig.3A. In addition, we found that the unfolding started
from the fixed end, i.e., Z2B instead of Z2A, as depicted in Fig.3D even if the
TLT rupture forces were similar to those from the SOP-based runs.
The time evolution of the structural deformation during the first unfolding event
is in Fig.3B. The main difference between this graph and Fig.2D for P1 corre-
sponding to the same pathway in the SOP-based runs is that, at the beginning
of the peak, all domains (including TLT) start closer to their original structures
in the CSU based trajectory. Compare, for example, average χi of 0.32 with 0.63
for TLT, 0.36 versus 0.50 for Z2A, and 0.42 versus 0.55 for Z2B (black lines in
Fig.3B and in Fig.2D for P1, corresponding to 2.2 ms and 3.92 ms, respectively).
Also, the degree of deformation in TLT for the next step of this peak (purple
line corresponding to 2.4 ms in Fig.3B and 4 ms in Fig.2D for P1) in Fig.3B is
only 0.24, while in Fig.2D for P1 the corresponding value is 0.62. These results
suggest that the order of unfolding of the Z2 domains depends on the internal
conformational stability in TLT. Namely, the fixed end (Z2B) will unravel first
(as seen in the CSU based trajectories) if the structural deformation in TLT is
slow. In contrast, an early (fast) deformation of TLT would drive the complex
to unravel from its pulled end (Z2A), as seen in the SOP based trajectories.
This hypothesis is supported by the behavior of TLT in trajectories initiated
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from GB structures that follow the same pathway as the SOP runs, discussed
below (see Fig.5).
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Figure 3: FEC, structural deformation, tension, and unfolding intermediate for
the pathway based on the CSU set of contacts. Panel (A): FEC. Panel (B):
Structural deformation during peak 1 (P1) from (A). Panel (C): Tension change
during P1 from (A). Panel (D): Unfolding structure of the complex at the end
of P1 from (A).
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Simulations using alternate initial conformations from equilibrium
atomistic runs
We ran SOP pulling simulations starting from alternate structures sampled from
equilibrium simulations of the protein using implicit solvent simulations (SASA
and GB) (Eisenberg and McLachlan, 1986, Ferrara et al., 2002, Qiu et al., 1997).
Most of these structures resembled closely the native PDB structure: those re-
sulting from GB trajectories had RMSD values of only ∼ 1.2-2.0 A˚, while the
SASA derived structures had larger RMSD values (see Table 3 for details).
Pulling simulations started from the GB structures (purple and orange in Fig.4)
typically led to high forces in the 700-800 pN range for the first unfolding event
located at an extension of∼ 5 nm. Importantly, the highest initial force observed
in any trajectory (> 800 pN) resulted from pulling one of these GB structures.
In contrast, pulling simulations initiated from the SASA structures (red and
light and dark green in Fig.4) consistently led to lower first peak forces (< 700
pN) at an extension of 9 nm. The most noteworthy attribute of these trajecto-
ries is the very high rupture force for TLT, which is typically > 400 pN for the
second peak located at an extension of ∼ 39 nm. We believe that this jump in
force value is due to the ∼ 10% increase in the native contacts inside TLT in
the SASA derived structures versus the PDB structure. This leads to a single
catastrophic failure of the rest of the complex, with TLT and Z2B unfolding
together instead of in two separate events, as observed in the GB and original
PDB based trajectories. This behavior explains the absence of a third force
peak in Fig.4 for the SASA FECs. In general, we found that, in comparison to
the original PDB structure, the GB derived structures have more stable titin
domains, while the SASA derived structures have less stable titin domains, but a
stabilized TLT. Importantly, the unfolding pathway in these runs was the same
as the major (standard) pathway in runs initiated from the PDB structure. The
time evolution of the structural deformation during the first unfolding event in
the standard pathway starting from a GB conformation, depicted in Fig.5B for
P11, shows that all titin domains are closer to their original structures at the
start of the peak compared to the corresponding time point for the pathway
initiated from the original PDB structure (depicted in Fig.2D for P1). TLT on
the other hand shows the same large degree of deformation (average χi ∼ 0.60)
in both runs.
In 29% of the GB runs, we found an alternative unfolding pathway according to
which the first two events from the standard pathway (the unfolding of Z2A and
of TLT) occur simultaneously (depicted by the cyan curve in Fig.5A). Analysis of
the tension propagation in the complex showed that the trajectories displaying
this simultaneous unfolding have DeltaF of over 500 pN on both C-terminal
ends (see Fig.5C for P12), while in the GB trajectories following the traditional
pathway (blue in Fig.5A) ∆f is only 400 pN on the C-terminal ends (see Fig.5C
for P11). However, in the runs initiated from the PDB structure we also detected
DeltaF > 500 pN on the C-terminal ends, even if TLT remains intact during
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the first force peak. The time evolution of the structural deformation during
the first unfolding event in this novel pathway (in Fig.5B for P12) shows that
in the second stage of the peak (purple lines) TLT continues to deform (purple
line is higher than black line, which depicts the behavior at the beginning of the
peak), while Z2B relaxes towards its original structure (purple line lower than
black line). This is in stark contrast to the behavior of these 2 domains in the
first peak of the SOP based trajectory depicted in Fig.2D for P1, where TLT
becomes more native-like in the second stage (lower purple line compared to the
black line), while Z2B continues to deform (higher purple line compared to the
black line). Thus, we infer that the speed of Z2B relaxation towards its original
structure drives the unfolding order: if Z2B relaxes slowly (in later stages of
the unfolding event), then only Z2A unfolds. Otherwise, TLT and Z2A unfold
together.
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Figure 4: FECs for the runs based on the alternate structures from atomistic
simulations. The GB structures initiated runs are in blue, purple, and cyan,
while the SASA structures initiated runs are in red, black, and green.
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Figure 5: FECs, structural deformation, tension, and unfolding intermediates
for the two pathways found in runs based on structures taken from equilibrated
GB runs. Panel (A): FECs from the two pathways. The blue curve follows
the normal pathway from Fig.2, while the cyan curve corresponds to a pathway
where Z2A and TLT fail simultaneously in the first peak. Panel (B): The left
graph depicts the structural deformation during the first peak corresponding to
the normal pathway (P11). The right graph depicts the structural deformation
during the first peak corresponding to the simultaneous Z2A-TLT unfolding
pathway (P12). Panel (C): The left graph depicts the tension propagation dur-
ing P11. The right graph depicts the propagation of tension during P12. Panel
(D): The unfolding snapshots for peaks P11 and P12, respectively.
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Simulations using alternate sets of contacts at interfaces between titin
chains and TLT
The above simulations did not account for the lowest end of the unfolding force
distribution in the first force peak observed in the AFM experiments (Bertz
et al., 2009). Due to the long ubiquitin linkers used in these experiments, the
pulling geometry is essentially fixed, so a change in pulling orientation can be
ruled out. Thus, the only conditions that can account for lower force tolerance
correspond to either improperly formed interfaces between TLT and the titin
G strand or to a poorly stabilized internal structure within TLT. Our above re-
sults for the CSU-based runs lend credence to the second scenario (as the CSU
map has fewer contacts at the titin-TLT interface than the SOP-based one). To
further explore the likelihood of this scenario, we conducted SOP-based pulling
simulations using defective contact maps. Namely, to mimic a poorly formed
interface between titin chains and TLT, we reduced the number of native con-
tacts by a half, while maintaining the h value of 3.00 kcal/mol for the existing
contacts. All trajectories started from this structure led to the previously de-
tected shearing between titin and TLT, while the peak force was consistently
lower (∼ 500 pN, as seen in Fig.9A). We found this force value whether contacts
were evenly eliminated across the interface, or whether contacts were removed
from specific portions of the interface, i.e. the front half, the back half, the mid-
dle, etc. We employed an alternate approach of maintaining all of the native
contacts between the interface, but reducing their strength (h value) in half (to
1.50 kcal/mol). This resulted in the same shearing before unfolding under 500
pN forces. Our simulations recovered the experimentally observed first peak
unfolding force of 200 pN only upon complete elimination of the native contacts
between the G strand in one Z2 titin chain and TLT (as seen in Fig.9B), mean-
ing, that lower forces could only occur when the interface is severely disrupted.
Importantly, the results were similar whether the contacts were removed from
the A or B chain of titin. Finally, we removed all the native contacts between
both A and B chains and TLT. This led to trajectories where TLT unfolds first
(depicted in Fig.9D for P1) under forces of ∼ 140 pN (see Fig.9C), followed by
Z2A and Z2B (depicted in 9D for P2 and P3, respectively). The small value of
the fracture force for the first event (in TLT) in these runs, compared to the 340
pN value seen in all the runs with intact titin-TLT interfaces strongly suggests
that a large portion of the the TLT fracture force measured in experiments is
the result of the ”confinement” of TLT by the titin chains in the complex.
We collected the critical unfolding forces for each of the three force peaks from
our various types of unfolding simulations. The corresponding histograms are
in Fig.6 and they agree with their experimental counterparts from Figure 8 in
(Bertz et al., 2009). Using the data from our SOP, CSU, GB, and SASA based
simulations, we found that the averages and standard deviations resulting from
our simulations are very close to their experimental counterparts: 706 ± 102
pN versus 707 ± 24 pN, 367 ± 45 pN versus 392 ± 17 pN, and 246 ± 14 pN
versus 228 ± 6 pN for peaks 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Figure 6: Distribution of peak forces for the three unfolding events following
the standard Z2 to TLT to Z2 unfolding pathway. Panel (A): Distribution
of unfolding observed forces in the first force peak. The light green entries
correspond to the SOP-based and CSU-based runs, while the dark green entries
represent runs with selected contacts between Z2 and TLT removed or weakened,
as detailed in the text. Panel (B): Distribution of unfolding observed forces
in the second force peak. The red entries correspond to the SOP-based and
CSU-based runs, while the orange entries represents runs with selected contacts
between Z2 and TLT removed or weakened. Panel (C): Distribution of unfolding
observed forces in the third force peak. The blue entries correspond to the SOP-
based and CSU-based runs, while the cyan entries represent runs with selected
contacts between Z2 and TLT removed or weakened.
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Atomistic SMD (GB) simulations
We also performed pulling simulations of the C-C complex using the atomistic
GB model (Qiu et al., 1997). Even at high speeds (105 A˚/ps) we observed the
same unfolding order as in our trajectories produced using the SOP model. One
notable difference was that the forces observed for the first unfolding event were
∼ 1600 pN (see the corresponding FEC in Fig.10), but this is expected due to the
speed. The high force regime, which exceeds by several orders of magnitude the
experimental range of forces, would render these atomistic results, in the absence
of the SOP results reviewed above, difficult to correlated with the experimental
findings. However, it is remarkable that the unfolding pathway is robust across
so many orders of magnitude, and that the characteristic Z2G-TLT shearing was
clearly observed in all trajectories. The robustness of the unfolding pathway
across 11 orders of magnitude (0.1 µm/s SOP to 1010 µm/s GB) is indicative
of the exceptional mechanical stability of the titin-TLT along its physiological
orientation.
Mechanical response of the Z1-Z2 tandem
AFM experiments (Bertz et al., 2009) showed that the force response of the
Z1-Z2 tandem of is very similar to the typical behavior of Ig domains (I27)
(Bertz et al., 2009). Namely, each domain unfolds under a critical force of ∼
168 pN at a corresponding extension of ∼ 29 nm. To determine the molecular
details of the force-induced transitions in the tandem (apo-Z1Z2), we simulated
its behavior using the SOP model and employing the experimental conditions of
force application (fixed N-terminal of Z1A and pulled C-terminal of Z2A). Our
simulations show that Z2A starts unfolding first, from both ends, at a critical
force of 200 pN (see peak P11 in Fig.11A). This is signaled by the large increase
in tension across Z2A depicted in Fig.11B for P11. Next, the Z1A domain
unfolds from both ends simultaneously at a 225 pN peak force (see Fig.11B for
P12). These results agree well with the above mentioned experimental results
from Rief and coworkers (Bertz et al., 2009). We also conducted SOP-based
simulations starting from the V-shaped structure of the tandem (V-apo-Z1Z2)
to gauge the effect of the change in initial configuration on the mechanical
response of the chain. Our simulations showed an immediate reversion to the
straight conformation (the one from 1YA5) under force. This is followed by Z1A
unfolding from both ends simultaneously. Finally, also Z2A unfolds from both
ends. Thus, the change in initial conformation leads to the reversal of the order
of unfolding of the two domains.
Mechanical response of the titin-telethonin in the absence
of disulfide bonds
We performed simulations where we removed the experimentally-engineered
disulfide bonds between the titin chains and TLT to gauge the contribution
of the disulfides to the mechanical behavior of the complex. Moreover, this set
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of simulations is highly relevant for the cellular behavior of the complex since the
titin-TLT complex does not contain these bonds in the physiological assembly.
Our trajectories, based on the original PDB structure and using the SOP set of
contacts, exhibited the same initial events as those observed in the trajectories
containing disulfides. The only difference is that there are only two unfolding
steps, rather than the three seen above. Namely, the complex dissociates after
the unfolding of TLT (see the corresponding FEC with labeled events in Fig.12).
Discussion
We found that the titin-TLT complex is mechanically robust along the phys-
iological C-C direction of force application. Namely, the unfolding pathway
remains virtually intact across pulling speeds of many orders of magnitude. In
the overwhelming majority of our trajectories, TLT is subjected to significant
tension during events corresponding to the opening of other domain(s), which
leads to its substantial deformation. This allows the titin domain at the pulled
end of the complex to execute large conformational changes resulting in its de-
tachment from the complex and in its unfolding. In contrast, in trajectories
where TLT exhibits more modest conformational changes the fixed end of the
complex unravels first. The probable origin of the difference in behavior of TLT
likely resides in the strength of its interactions with the two titin chains. Namely,
because both the original SOP and the GB initiated simulations have more con-
tacts present at the interface between the two titin chains and TLT, compared
to the CSU set of contacts, it follows that strong interactions between TLT and
titin induce rapid loss of native structure in TLT. This conclusion correlates
with the finding from molecular dynamics simulations (Lee et al., 2006) that
TLT in the titin-TLT complex is found only in a metastable state and thus can
easily switch to alternative conformations when its surroundings change. These
results establish TLT as a crucial element for the stability of the complex. This
conclusion is further supported by the experimental finding (Bertz et al., 2009)
of the increase in the rupture force of the Z1Z2 chain, under forces applied at
its two ends, between the apo Z1Z2 and the Z1Z2 bound to TLT, which indi-
cates that TLT stabilizes the titin domains. Our SOP-based simulations of the
apo-Z1Z2 versus the bound Z1Z2 chain support this conclusion.
The AFM experiments (Bertz et al., 2009) could only be performed on the
modified complex with engineered disulfide bonds between TLT and the two
titin chains. An advantage of our simulations is that they can be easily con-
ducted both in the presence and absence of the disulfide bonds. By removing
the engineered disulfides that were added to mimic the AFM experimental con-
ditions, we observed that the unfolding order was maintained until the complex
dissociated. This demonstrates that the titin-TLT complex could remain sta-
ble even after the failure of one or more titin domains. Thus the inter-domain
interactions between titin and TLT are quite robust even under strain, and a
significant perturbation in TLT would be required to cause the complex to fail
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mechanically. Force is transduced through TLT by the non-bonded interactions
between its strands and the G-strands in the two titin Z2 domains. Our simula-
tions showed that the titin-TLT interface can remain stable even after domains
from both the A chain and B chain have failed, suggesting that although TLT is
metastable in isolation (Lee et al., 2006), when complexed it is locked in a stable
conformation that is able to resist several hundred pN. This also supports the
conclusion that Z2 and TLT domains necessarily work together to withstand
high forces.
In recent years, there has been a strong emphasis on developing computational
efforts that can relate to and enhance the variety of experimental techniques used
to probe macromolecular conformations such as X-ray crystallography (Wold-
eyes et al., 2014), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) (Graewert and Svergun,
2013, Schneidman-Duhovny et al., 2012), and optical trapping combined with
fluorescence (Cordova et al., 2014). The goal is to reach a level of description
of the conformational heterogeneity from experimental datasets such that any
newly discovered alternative conformations can be used to derive protein mech-
anisms (Woldeyes et al., 2014). Our SOP-AT modeling approach fits well within
this paradigm. A central result from our studies is that, using this approach,
we could decipher the factors that lead to the broad distribution of peak forces
observed in the AFM experiments: variations in the contact list and in the
initial conformation. Our finding that variations in the network topology of
the initial structure in the simulations of the titin-TLT complex can account
for both the average critical unfolding forces and the width of the force distri-
butions resembles the results from a study that combined an elastic network
model with irreversible bond fracture kinetics to explain the anisotropic defor-
mation response of green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Dietz and Rief, 2008). The
difference is that our SOP-AT approach has a more realistic description of the
protein and its dynamics, which ultimately leads to the very good agreement
between the computational and experimental force distributions. Importantly,
our multi-layered computational procedure has a clear experimental counter-
part: each AFM pulling experiment is independent of the others, meaning the
set of starting structures includes various conformations that belong to the the
native-like basin of attraction, rather than a single protein conformation. The
above result regarding the origin of the peak force distribution in titin-TLT
resembles strikingly the result of the application to DNA duplexes of a recent
theoretical model developed to elucidate the consequences of heterogeneity in
biomolecules at the single molecule level (Hyeon et al., 2014). Thus, follow-
ing the interpretation provided in (Hyeon et al., 2014) for the broadness of the
distribution during DNA unzipping under constant loading rate conditions of
force application, we surmise that each AFM experiment of pulling the titin-
TLT complex starts from different and slowly interconverting structures. The
origin of this disorder is, as strongly suggested by our SOP-AT simulations, the
heterogeneity of contacts in the complex, particularly at the interface between
TLT and the titin chains.
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In summary, our simulations show that results from single molecule force spec-
troscopy experiments can be used in conjunction with simulations conducted on
comparable timescales to determine the conformational ensemble for a protein
sequence, which is likely relevant for the physiological function of the protein
(the mechanical stability of the Z-disc of the sarcomere, in our case). This is
also akin to the recent finding of Fitter and collaborators (Gabba et al., 2014)
that, by combining single-molecule Forster resonance energy transfer (smFRET)
measurements with coarse-grained simulations one can obtain insight into the
distribution of conformational states and the dynamical properties of domains
in enzymes. In turn, our current results show that the combination of dy-
namic force spectroscopy (AFM) experiments with coarse grained simulations
can yield related information about conformational dynamics in multi-domain
and multi-chain proteins. Moreover, as our approach focuses on the dynamics of
conformations, it aligns well with the envisioned shift in modeling efforts from
describing conformational ensembles to understanding which of the populated
conformations are crucial for the cellular functions of proteins (Woldeyes et al.,
2014).
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Tables
Setup SOP (1 µm/s) SASA GB CSU 1/2 Contacts Z2-G removed
Z1Z2T Peak1 760 ± 19 665 ± 35 768 ± 39 381 ± 11 518 ± 33 244 ± 13
Z1Z2T Peak2 345 ± 28 420 ± 30 319 ± 12 308 ± 9 305 ± 4 354 ± 31
Z1Z2T Peak3 245 ± 13 — 244 ± 16 256 ± 19 259 ± 18 242 ± 21
Table 1: Statistics of unfolding forces (in pN) based on the type of run from the
3 histograms in Fig. 6.
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Chapter 1: Supplemental Information
Chapter 1: Supplemental experimental procedures
I.1 Simulations set-up
In our standard SOP-model simulations, we used the value of 1.25 kcal/mol
for h in Eqn.(1) from the main text, which denotes the strength of the van
der Waals interactions between amino acids. This is the typical value for an
immunoglobulin domain (Duan et al., 2011). For the interface between titin G-
strands and TLT we assigned an h value of 3.00 kcal/mol based on the results
of the SMD runs conducted by Schulten and coworkers (Lee et al., 2006). To
mimic the AFM experimental setup (Bertz et al., 2009), the C-term end of a
titin chain was stretched at constant pulling speed, with the C-term from the
other titin chain kept fixed and the cantilever spring constant was ks = 20
pN/nm, which is in the AFM experimental range. The range of pulling speeds
used in our simulations follows closely the experimental set-up varying in the
range v = 0.1 µm/s and v = 100 µm/s. We also ran GBSW in CHARMM using
the Charmm22 parameter set. Here, we used velocity Verlet integration with
a timestep of h = 2 fs, a 16 A˚ cut off for electrostatics and a 20 A˚ cutoff for
pair distances. The cantilever spring constant was 30 pN/nm. All simulations
were performed at T = 300 K. We chose two values for the pulling speed, v = 1
A˚/ps and v = 0.1 A˚/ps, to reach the same timescale as the Schulten group (Lee
et al., 2006). Details regarding the number of runs for each pulling scenario are
provided in Table 2.
I.2 Simulation time step for the coarse-grained models
We carried out Brownian dynamics simulations at room temperature (T=300K).
The integration time step, h, was computed using the expression h=0.16τH,
where τH=ζhτL/kBT is the characteristic time for Brownian motion (Veitshans
et al., 1997). Here we used ζ=50, the unitless friction coefficient which accounts
for the high friction regime, τL = 1.6ps, the time scale for Langevin simulations,
and kBT , the thermal energy (kBT=0.6kcal/mol at T=300K). These choices
led to an integration time step of 32 ps. It is important to note that this value
is short enough to prevent any large fluctuations in covalent bonds that could
lead to divergence of the covalent part of the energy function, i.e., of the FENE
potential from Eqn.(1) in the main text.
I.3 Structures used in simulations
Our simulations started from the structure of the titin-TLT complex 1YA5
(Marino et al., 2006) from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000).
Each titin chain consists of two domains: Z1 (1−98) and Z2 (100−198). TLT
is comprised of a single domain (1−89). We also produced several additional
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structures by equilibrating 1YA5 using the implicit solvent models SASA and
GBSW. Details about the root mean squared distance (RMSD) between these
alternate structures and 1YA5, as well as an analysis of the hydrogen bonds at
the interface between the two titin chains and TLT are in Tables 3 and S3.
the apo-Z1Z2 simulations, we used chain A from 1YA5 for the elongated con-
formation of the tandem and the PDB entry 2A38 (Marino et al., 2006) for its
V-shaped configuration. The tandem is comprised of 198 amino acids.
I.4 Extraction of the Contacts of Structural Units (CSU)
map
CSU derived contacts (Sobolev et al., 1999) were used for pulling experiments
replacing some or all PDB derived SOP-based contacts. The CSU contact list
was generated by comparing the SOP-based list to the CSU contact list from the
PDB (Sobolev et al., 1999). In addition, CSU contacts were only included in the
list only if the surface area in contact between the residues exceedes 10 A˚2. In
general, the CSU led to contact maps with fewer contacts (1/3) compared to the
SOP-based list. The CSU contact maps were run with the strength of contacts
in the titin and TLT domains set to h = 1.8 kcal/mol, while keeping the value
of 3.0 kcal/mol for all the contacts at the interfaces between the G-strands of
the 4 titin domains with TLT. The 1.8 kcal/mol value was chosen such that it
ensures the conservation of the total nonbonded energy of the protein when the
total number of contacts in the CSU list decreases compared to the original SOP
list. Namely, the SOP contact list has a total of 1535 native contacts, while the
CSU contains only 931 contacts.
I.5 Simulations under various loading rates and the fitting
procedure
To investigate the robustness of the mechanical response of the (Z)2T complex
to changes in the loading rate, we carried our SOP-based simulations at a variety
of pulling speeds ranging from 0.1 µm/s to 100 µm/s. The corresponding FECs
are depicted in Fig.7A. We found that for pulling speeds between 0.1 µm/s and
10 µm/s the first and second unfolding events are present as independent force
peaks. In contrast, at speeds>100 µm/s the unfolding proceeds in only one step.
Moreover, at v = 10 µm/s, the residual tension following the second unfolding
event (TLT) does not relax resulting in a lack of the third unfolding peak (which
would have corresponded to the unraveling of the second Z2 domain). Thus,
from v = 10 µm/s, the complex starts to undergo events where domains fail
sequentially without tension recovery, a behavior that resembles increasingly the
one observed in the atomistic GB simulations (see Fig.10). Consequently, due to
the lack of recovery at higher speeds, and the impracticality of exploring pulling
speeds <0.1 µm/s, it was not feasible to examine the pulling speed behavior of
the third unfolding event. For the first and second force peaks we calculated the
respective average critical unfolding force for each pulling speed and plotted it
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(together with the standard deviation) versus the pulling speed in Fig.7B and
C, respectively. Both distributions are well fitted by the Bell-Evans (Bell, 1978,
Evans and Ritchie, 1997, Evans, 2001) equation (red line fit), signaling that
for these unfolding events we are in the limit of diffusive barrier crossing and
the movement of the position of the transition state with the applied force is
minimal. In other words, the rate coefficient (k(t)) for rupture in the presence
of a time-dependent external force F (t) is given by
Fmax =
1
βx‡
ln((βκvx‡)/(k0)) (2)
where k0 is the intrinsic rate constant, β = 1/(kBT ) is the inverse thermal
energy, x‡ is the position of the transition state compared to the free-energy
minimum, and κ is the harmonic force constant for the mimic in simulations of
the cantilever from AFM experiments. The product rf = κv is the loading rate.
I.6 Tension propagation
To monitor the progress of tension propagation from the point of application of
force inside the chain, we calculated the force on each covalent bond between
residues i and i + 1 and we assigned it to residue i. The force is obtained
from the covalent part of the potential energy function of the SOP model, i.e.,
from the FENE potential in Eqn.(1) from the main text as described in (Joshi
et al., 2010) according to fi(t) = k(ri,i+1 − r
o
i,i+1)

 1
1−
(ri,i+1−r
o
i,i+1
)2
R2
0

. Here,
ri,i+1 is the distance between two neighboring positions, r
o
i,i+1 is the distance
between neighboring positions in the native structure, R0 is 2 A˚, and k is 20
kcal/(mol A˚2). Similar to the overlap function change, we computed a time
averaged tension < fi > over the same time period (∆t) used to determine the
overlap function change. In all graphs, we report DeltaF, which is the difference
between this average tension and the average tension in a reference time interval
took from the start of each peak.
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Figure 7: Dependence of the critical force on the loading rate. Panel (A):
Force extension curves (FECs) for pulling the titin-TLT complex at its C-term
ends starting with the PDB structure and using the SOP-based set of contacts.
The speeds employed were 0.1 (black), 1 (purple), 10 (blue), and 100 (green)
µm/s, as described in Section I.5. Panel (B): Bell-Evans fitting (using Eqn.S1)
of the first (P1) and second (P2) unfolding events. Due to residual tension in
the system for speeds ≥ 10 µm/s, the third unfolding event does not have a
detectable force peak and thus it was not included in the fitting.
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Figure 8: The FEC, tension propagation and conformational deformation during
the pathway where TLT unfolds first. Panel (A): FEC. Panel (B): χi for each
position. Panel (C): DeltaF for each bond in the complex.
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Figure 9: FECs for the titin-TLT complex with weakened titin-G TLT inter-
faces. Panel (A): FECs for the weakened titin-G TLT interfaces. The strength
of the interface contacts is h 1.25 kcal/mol for the black curve and 1.5 kcal/mol
for the green one, compared to the 3.0 kcal/mol used in the other SOP-based
simulations (from Fig. 2 in the main text). Panel (B): FECs for trajectories
where all the contacts between TLT and either strand G in Z2A or strand G in
Z2B have been removed. Panel (C): FECs for trajectories where all the contacts
between TLT and titin chains have been removed. Panel (D): Unfolding snap-
shots corresponding to the 3 force peaks from panel (C). The colors for each
chain follow the convention from Fig. 1 in the main text.
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Figure 10: FECs from pulling the titin-TLT complex using GB atomistic simu-
lations. Due to the high pulling speed, the entire complex fails catastrophically
at 1,600 pN without distinct force peaks.
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Figure 11: The FECs and tension propagation for simulations of the apo- and
bound-Z1Z2 tandem. Panel (A): FEC for the apo-Z1Z2. P11 is the first event
corresponding to the unfolding of Z1, while P12, the second event, corresponds
to the opening of Z2. Panel (B): Tension (DeltaF) plots for the 2 force peaks in
panel (A). The various colors represent time steps during the respective peak
sampled in the order magenta, blue, green, and red (similar to Fig.2(B) in
the main text). Panel (C): FEC for the bound-Z1Z2. P21 is the first event
corresponding to the unfolding of Z1, while the second event (P22) corresponds
to the opening of Z2. Panel (D): Tension plots for the 2 peaks in panel (C),
with colors following the convention from panel
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Figure 12: FEC for the mechanical unfolding of the titin-TLT without the
engineered disulfide bonds. The blue curve corresponds to the new runs, while
the black one is for the original set-up depicted in Fig. 2(A) from the main text.
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Supplemental Tables
Setup 1 µm/s 0.5 µm/s 0.1 µm/s 10 µm/s 100 µm/s
Z1Z2T 25 20 4 8 8
Z1Z2T no disulf 18 16 0 0 0
CSU 6 0 0 0 0
SASA 22 0 0 0 0
GB 14 0 0 0 0
Table 2: Statistics of runs. Number of trajectories ran for each set-up and each
pulling speed. Z1Z2T refers to runs initiated from the PDB structure with the
SOP-based contact map. CSU stands for runs initiated from the PDB structure
with the CSU-based contact map. SASA refers to runs initiated from structures
sampled from the equilibrium run of the titin-TLT complex using the SASA
implicit solvent model. GB refers to runs initiated from structures sampled
from the equilibrium run of the titin-TLT complex using the GB implicit solvent
model.
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Domain SASA to PDB GB to PDB
Total RMSD 5.540 2.070
Z1A(self) 5.342 0.843
Z2A(self) 3.731 1.483
Z1B(self) 3.630 0.805
Z2B(self) 4.357 1.005
TLT(self) 4.892 1.354
Z1A(all) 5.870 1.579
Z2A(all) 5.060 2.560
Z1B(all) 4.996 1.265
Z2B(all) 5.534 2.891
TLT(all) 6.250 1.506
Table 3: RMSD values for the alternate structures from SASA and GB runs
versus 1YA5 (in A˚). For structures sampled from the end of each of the implicit
solvent atomistic equilibrium simulations of the titin-TLT complex, we calcu-
lated the RMSD of each domain with respect to the PDB structure. Here self
refers to the internal RMSD of the domain, while all refers to the RMSD of the
domain calculated with respect to the rest of the protein complex.
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Entry NH−bonds <d>(A˚) <θA> <θD> ∆(d)(A˚) ∆(θA) ∆(θD)
1YA5 7 2.00 149.51 157.0 0 0 0
GB 7 2.00 152.21 156.21 0.47 69.5 66.9
SASA 3 2.09 153.0 157.0 0.27 24.1 20.5
Table 4: Hydrogen bonding between Z2A and TLT. NH−bonds is the number of
hydrogen bonds in the respective structure (from Entry listing the PDB struc-
ture, the typical structure from the SASA equilibrium runs, and the typical
structure from the GBSW equilibrium runs). <d> is the average distance be-
tween the donor and acceptor pair in the bonds from the previous column. θA
is the acceptor angle, θD is the donor angle. ∆(d), ∆(θA), and ∆(θD) are the
changes in average distance, acceptor angle, and donor angle between the hy-
drogen bonds in the current structure and those in the reference PDB structure
(1YA5).
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SUMMARY
The titin-telethonin complex, essential for anchoring filaments in the Z-disc of
the sarcomere, is composed of immunoglobulin domains. Surprisingly, atomic
force microscopy experiments showed that it resists forces in a strongly di-
rectionally dependent manner, demonstrating the behavior of immunoglobulin
domains in the non-physiological direction, and withstanding forces 4x higher
in the physiological direction. By following the mechanical response of the
complex on experimental timescales, we found that the mechanical stability of
titin-telethonin in the non-physiological direction results in considerable path-
way partitioning in unfolding suggesting a structural inability to resist high
force. This behavior is maintained when other proteins are bound to the com-
plex, however the resistance to shearing force in the non-physiological direction
returns the system to force resisting behavior similar to that seen along the
physiological direction. These observations are consistent with telethonin act-
ing as a force transducer, which relies on other proteins to transmit mechanical
signals, as well as acting as a force resistor of shearing forces.
Key words: mechanical behavior; coarse-grained simulations; titin-telethonin
interaction; single-molecule experiments
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Introduction
The muscle is one of the most protein rich environments in the human body. Its
proper functioning is based on the action of dozens of proteins, many of which
have dynamic binding, unbinding, motor, and structural roles. The massive
protein titin is an important structural template (Gregorio et al., 1999) and it
is crucial in sensing stress and regulating muscle activity (Maruyama, 1997, Li
et al., 2002, Mayans et al., 1998, Puchner et al., 2008, Trinick and Tskhovrebova,
1999). As the entire muscle complex is anchored at the Z-disc, the stability of
the Z-disc is critical to the contractile machinery of the muscle (Faulkner et al.,
2001). The palindromic titin-telethonin complex is the main point of attachment
of the titin to the Z-disc, with each massive titin molecule attached through the
non-covalent interactions between two (∼100 residue) immunoglobulin domains
with the immunoglobulin-like telethonin (TLT) (Zou et al., 2006). Thus, un-
like the titin tandems, this complex possesses 4 termini: 2 C-termini and 2
N-termini. While in principle any subset of 2 termini could be used to connect
titin-TLT to the titin tandems in the Z-disc, the 2 C-termini are the linked ends.
A number of recent papers explored the mechanism and the C-terminal direc-
tionality of the titin-TLTs force resistance (Bertz et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2006,
Bodmer et al., 2015). These studies concluded that the complex resists to un-
usually high force along this direction. Moreover, we showed (Bodmer et al.,
2015) that this high mechanical stability is modulated primarily by the magni-
tude of the contacts between TLT and the titin chains, and secondarily by the
timescales of conformational excursions inside TLT and the pulled titin domains.
The titin-TLT complex is found in one of the most densely packed structures in
eukaryotic cells (Beckerle and Gregorio, 2002), due to the extensive interactions
between TLT and associated proteins, and the interactions between the titin Z
domains with the tail of small ankyrin 1 (Kontrogianni-Konstantopoulos and
Bloch, 2003, Kontrogianni-Konstantopoulos et al., 2009). In detail, there are
interactions between TLT and proteins such as the muscle LIM protein (MLP),
the β-subunit of the potassium channel (minK) of the transverse tubular mem-
branes (t-tubules), the α-actinin and telethonin binding protein of the Z-disc
(FATZ). Another important crowding factor for the complex is small ankyrin 1
(sAnk1), an integral component of the network compartment of the sarcoplas-
mic reticulum (SR) which is organized in register with Z-discs and M-bands.
Molecular and biochemical studies have shown that the same Z1 − Z2 titin
domains that bind to TLT interact specifically and directly with a 29-amino
acid-long peptide (residues 61 89) in the cytoplasmic, hydrophilic tail of sAnk1
(Kontrogianni-Konstantopoulos et al., 2009). Similar to TLT, both Z1 and Z2
domains of titin are required for binding to sAnk1. More importantly, TLT and
sAkn1 can simultaneously bind to titin Z1−Z2 fragment in vitro (Kontrogianni-
Konstantopoulos and Bloch, 2003). Thus it has been proposed that titin, TLT,
and sAnk1 may form a three-way complex at the periphery of the Z-disc: sAnk1
may link titin at the periphery of the Z-disc to the network compartment of the
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SR membranes, and TLT may link titin in this same region to the t-tubules
of cardiac muscle (Kontrogianni-Konstantopoulos et al., 2009). Studies focused
on the role of TLT showed that organisms are able to develop and survive with
a complete knockdown of TLT expression and under conditions where TLT
is poorly expressed, and despite being non-lethal, it is deleterious. There are
several well known phenotypes and disease progressions associated with TLT
mutations: Q53X is caused by a premature stop codon and has been associated
with Limb Girdle Muscle Disease (LGMD), particularly the LGMD 2G pheno-
type, and R87Q has been associated with dilated cardiac myopathy in humans.
E13Del is another mutation which may have association to cardiac myopathy
(Moreira et al., 2000, ?). It seems likely that TLT acts as both a force trans-
ducer between titin chains and it detects rotational forces (Knoll et al., 2011b,
Meyer and Wright, 2013).
The above reviewed findings raise a number of questions. For example, in light
of the substantial size of titin (megadalton), and its large number of tandems,
it is a wonder why any particular point of attachment would be preferable to
another. It is also unclear why physiological force is resisted in the C-terminal
direction for the titin-TLT complex, but not in the N-terminal one (Bertz et al.,
2009) since this complex has a large number of interactions within the highly
protein packed Z-disc. Our present work sheds light on these issues. We re-
cently developed a computational methodology to uncover the structural origin
of both the high force resistance of the titin-TLT complex to tension applied
along the C-C direction and of the underlying distribution of critical forces (Bod-
mer et al., 2015), which agreed both quantitatively and qualitatively with the
results of AFM-based experiments (Bertz et al., 2009). Here, we employed this
methodology to investigate the basis of the mechanical response of the complex
along other directions of force action taken under consideration by experimental
studies (Bertz et al., 2009, Knoll et al., 2011b). Our studies demonstrate, for the
first time that any relevant mechanism of force resistance associated with the
N-terminus of titin can only be due to interactions with other proteins in the Z-
disc, but not the interactions within the titin-TLT anchor itself. We show that
the complex displays considerable pathway variability when pulled in the N-N
geometry, as several distinct pathways emerge across a single order in pulling
speed, which is in stark contrast with the pathway conservation exhibited by
the complex along the C-C direction over many orders of magnitude change in
the pulling speed (Bodmer et al., 2015). The first unfolding event is consistent,
corresponding to the unraveling of the titin Z1 domain at the pulled or fixed
end, but afterwards the remainder of the complex can unfold in several dif-
ferent manners, which is indicative of a mutiplicity of similar low-lying energy
barriers for unfolding events. In addition, we demonstrate that the plurality
of unfolding pathways results in a variety of behaviors in TLT in contrast to
TLT’s consistent unfolding behavior observed in the C-C geometry, suggesting
that TLT is poorly tuned to act in a signaling and detection role to forces ex-
erted along the N-N orientation. In contrast, we found that TLT fully recovers
its mechanical resistance, seen when forces are applied to the C-termini of the
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complex, when external forces are applied perpendicular to the N-N direction.
No mechanical stabilization is detectable when the external force is applied at
lower value angles (such as 45o) from the N-N axis. This behavior, in conjunc-
tion with the known interaction between TLT and other proteins in the Z-disc
with chemical roles such as ion channels Knoll et al. (2011a) offers support for
the proposal that TLT serves as torque transducer in the sarcomere. Finally,
because the exact interaction interface(s) between TLT and the other proteins
in the sarcomere beyond the titin chains in the titin-TLT complex is unknown,
we studied the effect of protein-protein interactions on the mechanical response
of titin-TLT by performing force-unfolding simulations of the dimeric titin-TLT
complex (2F8V in the PDB). This set of simulations reveals that the presence
of the second unit has the same effect as the reduction in the pulling speed, i.e.,
it increases the viscosity of the medium. Importantly, this switch in behavior
is not accompanied by any increase in the critical unfolding force as would be
naively expected due to the presence of the inter-unit interaction surface. In
summary, our simulation results strongly suggest that the titin-TLT complex
can be stabilized mechanically only by interactions with other proteins in the
Z-disc that act perpendicular or at higher angles to the N-N orientation, but
not along the N-N direction.
Experimental Procedures
Models used in simulations
Our runs are based on the 1YA5 monomer and 2F8V dimer structure (Zou et al.,
2006, Pinotsis et al., 2006) from the PDB (Berman et al., 2000). Additional
structural details can be found in Sections I.1 from the Supplemental Ex-
perimental Procedures. All simulations were run using the topology based
SOP model (Hyeon et al., 2006) where each amino acid is represented by its Cα
atom. The potential energy function for the protein, is specified in terms of the
coordinates ri (i=1, 2, N) where N is the total number of amino acids, is
VT = VFENE + V
ATT
NB + V
REP
NB = −
N−1∑
i=1
k
2
R20 log(1−
(ri,i+1 − r
o
i,i+1)
2
R20
)
+
N−3∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+3
h[(
roij
rij
)12 − 2(
roij
rij
)6]∆ij
+
N−2∑
i=1
l(
σi,i+2
ri,i+2
)6 +
N−3∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+3
l(
σ
rij
)6(1−∆ij). (3)
The distance between two covalently linked residues i and i + 1 is ri,i+1, and
roi,i+1 s the value derived from the PDB structure.The first term in Eqn.1 rep-
resents the potential energy of the backbone connectivity. The second term
represents the energy from the non-covalent interactions from the native state.
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If the non-covalently bound residues i and j (|i − j|>2) are within the cut-off
distance RC (i.e. rij<RC=8A˚) ∆ij=1, and otherwise 0. Non-native interac-
tions, represented by the third and fourth terms in Eqn.1, are repulsive. In this
equation R0=2A˚ and l=1kcal/mol.
Our simulations used two different contact maps to account for native inter-
actions within the complex 1YA5: (1) the SOP-based contact map where the
pairwise contacts between amino acids are composed of all residues whose Cα
atoms lie within 8 A˚ of each other; and (2) a CSU-based map containing all the
pairwise contacts between residues determined by the Contacts of Structural
Units (CSU) method (Sobolev et al., 1999). The SOP and CSU methods for
determining contacts and contact strength are detailed in Sections I.2 and I.3
from the Supplemental Experimental Procedures respectively. The 2F8V
dimer simulations used only the CSU-based map. In addition we performed
several trajectories on the 1YA5 complex where the complex was subjected to
torque. Torque was created by fixing and pulling either position Glu36 or Ala73
on the A and B chains of titin instead of the N-terminus. These residues were
chosen due to position and solvent accessibility, Ala73 resulted in a pulling vec-
tor that was approximately 90 from the end to end N-N geometry, and Glu36
resulted in a pulling vector that was approximately 45 from the N-N. Alanine
73 had a solvent accessible surface area ration of .699, while glutamine 36 had
an accassible area ratio of .716, thus both residues were significantly exposed to
solvent. See Fig. 15A.
Our SOP simulations used Brownian dynamics at T = 300 K to produce all
the unfolding trajectories. All simulations were run using the GPU based SOP
package (Zhmurov et al., 2010b). We used a range of pulling speeds in our SOP
simulations ranging from 0.5 µm/s to 1 µm/s.
Structural deformation and tension propagation
We calculated the tension in each bond and the Chi value at each position in our
complex at various time steps using the methods described previously in (Joshi
et al., 2010, Bodmer et al., 2015). Details of these calculations are provided in
Section I.5 of the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
We monitored the deformation from the initial conformation(PDB structure),
and calculated the structural overlap for each position (i) in all five domains of
the structure. The overlap function is χi(t) = 1−
1
N−3
∑N
j=1 Θ
(
R0 − |ri,j − r
o
i,j |
)
(1−
δ(j − i− 1))(1− δ(j − i+ 1)). Here ri,j is the distance between positions i and
j, roi,j is the distance between i and j in the native or reference structure, R0 is
2 A˚, N is the number of residues in the domain being analyzed,and Θ(x) is the
Heaviside step function. For each residue we determined χi only in reference to
other j positions which were not covalently linked to i and which are part of the
same domain as i. Based on the equation, χi(t) = 0 indicates that the structure
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at the time t is the same as the reference structure, while χi(t) = 1.0 means that
the structure at time t is substantially different when compared to the reference
structure. Due to different times required to capture different unfolding events
particularly at different pulling speeds, we used a range of different ∆t, however
the range of ∆t was ∆t= 4.0 µs to ∆t= 8.0 µs. For certain setups, < χi(t) >
was not a robust enough method for tracking structural deformation.
Results
Mechanical response of the titin-telethonin complex using
the CSU set of contacts
Our simulations using the CSU technique (Sobolev et al., 1999) for determining
the topology of a protein structure as described in the Methods, led to an
unfolding pathway consistent with the results of recent AFM experiments (Bertz
et al., 2009). The first unfolding event in simulations occurs at a peak force of
240 ± 9 pN, which matches its experimental counterpart (237 ± 10 pN), and
represents the unfolding of either the pulled or fixed Z1 domain. Subsequent
peaks reflect the experimentally-inferred unfolding order, but not necessarily the
measured force values, Namely, the next peak shows forces of 201 ± 17 pN, and
corresponds to the unfolding of TLT in 72% of trajectories, usually accompanied
by a Z2 domain unfolding in 59% of the trajectories. Thus, the second event
corresponds to the Rief group’s second event (Bertz et al., 2009), though the
force is higher than the experimentally observed 139± 5 pN. The third unfolding
event corresponds to the remaining Z domains failing under forces of 117 ± 27
pN in simulations, very close to the Rief group’s 136 ± 2 pN value. In summary,
our CSU-based results align well with the experimentally observed behavior, as
seen in Fig. 13B, as even the higher value observed in our second peak is still
within the range of the Rief group’s experimental observations. We believe that
in our simulations the force value is driven up by the fact that the failure of
TLT is frequently coupled to the partial loss of structure in one of the other
titin domains as noted above. The low forces corresponds to the failure of the
titin domain that was perturbed during the second unfolding event. This force
value is consistent with the low end of the force distribution seen in experiments.
Note that all peak forces corresponding to titin domains failing after TLT were
lumped into a single distribution in experiments (Bertz et al., 2009).
Tension and structural deformation
For the first unfolding event in the CSU-based trajectories, we observe the fail-
ure of either the fixed or the pulled end of the protein (22% vs 78%) (see table
S2). Similar to our findings for pulling along the C-C direction (Bodmer et al.,
2015), the fixed end never unfolds first in the SOP-based trajectories. As seen
in Fig. 13E, the initial unfolding event shows pre-peak Chi values of 0.35 to
0.40 in the attached ends of the protein, and values between 0.10 and 0.40 on
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the internal titin domains. TLT exhibits as much deformation as the pulled
and fixed ends, ranging from 0.35 to 0.40. Subsequently, TLT becomes signifi-
cantly deformed during the first unfolding event with values that approach 0.70,
though this deformation recovers after the peak. Tension analysis reveals high
forces of 200-250 pN only at the pulled and fixed ends.
During the second unfolding event, which corresponds to the unraveling of TLT
(72%) and to the partial failue of a Z2 domain (59%) (see conformational snap-
shot in Fig. 13)F, TLT is not structurally disturbed prior to the peak, showing
Chi values between 0.2-0.4. Through the course of the unfolding event, TLT
loses most of its structure peaking at a Chi between 0.7-0.8, however it is able
to partially refold returning to a value of 0.6. This is not surprising because
TLT is under low tension compared to the ends of the chain: TLT only displays
50-60 pN of tension, while the chain ends display forces of ∼ 200 pN and the
unfolding Z2 domain experiences forces of 80-90 pN. We conclude that TLT does
not bear the bulk of the tension of the complex, but experiences only enough
force to start its unfolding, not to keep it unfolded.
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Figure 13: FEC, structural deformation, tension, and unfolding intermediate
for the pathway based on the CSU set of contacts. Panel(A): Structure Panel
(B): FEC with P1 240pN and P2 201pN. Panel(C): Force vs time curve with
Chi(left) and tension(right) time points shown for P1. Panel (D): Structural
deformation during P1 and P2 with various colors representing different time
blocks over (P1) from (C). black correspond to 0.40 ms, purple to 0.60 ms, blue
to 0.80 ms, green to 1.00 ms, red to 1.20 ms, and orange to 1.40 ms Panel
(E): Tension change during P1 and P2 from (B) black corresponds to 0.40 ms,
purple to 0.80 ms, blue to 1.20 ms, green to 1.60 ms, red to 2.00 ms. Panel (F):
Unfolding structures of the complex at of P1 and P2 from (B).
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Pathway sensitivity to the pulling speed
We performed pulling runs at slower speeds. With only a 50% reduction in
speed, we observed considerable pathway partitioning, suggesting that the en-
tire complex is kinetically sensitive when pulled along the N-N geometry. This
is in stark contrast with the behavior of the complex when pulled along the C-C
direction where the unfolding pathway is preserved over 8 orders of magnitude
change in the pulling speed (Bodmer et al., 2015). Namely, this time we found
two additional pathways compared to primary one observed at 1 µm/s (see Fig.
14A for the FECs). These alternate pathways appear in the 1 µm/s trajectories,
but only 5% of the time each, thus they are not a significant part of the behavior
of the complex at the faster pulling speed. The two new pathways start with the
same initial unfolding event as the two pathways found at 1 µm/s, correspond-
ing to the unraveling of either the fixed or pulled Z1 domain, but from there
on the pathways diverged. The first novel pathway underwent two unfolding
events where the entire pulled chain unfolded before the rest of the complex
(32% of 0.5 µm/s trajectories) , i.e., both Z1A and Z2A unfolded while TLT
remained attached to the fixed B chain. The B chain then failed with a com-
bined Z2B+TLT peak, and finally Z1B unraveled (Fig. 14D). The second, and
least populated (10%) novel pathway initially resembled the pathway observed
with the SOP distance based contact map described in the SI the pulled Z1A
chain unfolded followed by the fixed Z1B chain. After these events TLT failed,
then Z2B and Z1B. The average unfolding forces were approximately the same,
which is not unexpected in a system demonstrating Bell-Evans behavior: P1
244 pN vs 242 pN, P2 199 pN vs 201 pN, P3 125 pN vs 132 pN, and P4 189 pN
vs 170 pN. However, the standard deviation of the later peaks were considerably
larger: P3 ± 20 pN vs ± 38 pN, and P4 ± 13 pN vs ± 34pN. This is highly
consistent with the observation of an increased degree of pathway partitioning.
The tension and structural deformation for these two new pathways (Fig. 14B)
show that the first peak does not differ from the Z1A or Z1B events described
above in the 1 µm/s pulling speed trajectory, suggesting that no change that
occurs during the first unfolding event is responsible for the observed kinetic
partitioning seen at 0.5 µm/s pulling speed. The pathway with the P2 Z2A
unfolding event looks similar to the TLT pathway observed at 1 µm/s with
respect to the tension, but TLT is less perturbed, with initial pre-peak Chi
values of 0.3, and with the maximum value of only 0.5 during the event. The
P2 Z1A pathway also shows relatively less deformation in TLT (0.4 to 0.6) as
opposed to peak values of 0.8 in trajectories where TLT opens during the second
unfolding event. There is no significant tension signal within TLT seen around
P2 in either of the two pathways, compared to the slightly elevated 50-90 pN
signals observed in the P2 event of the 1 µm/s pathways (see Fig. 13E). The
detailed analysis of these pathways can be found in Fig. 14.
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Simulations involving the application of torque
In light of the proposal that TLT functions as mechanical transducer in the
Z-disc (Knoll et al., 2011b, Meyer and Wright, 2013), we next studied the me-
chanical behavior of the titin-TLT complex when subjected to torque. To this
end, we set up simulations such that residues inside the Z1 domain were pulled
or fixed instead of the N-terminus. These two setups, torque45 (Glu36) and
torque90 (Ala73), respectively, resulted in intermediate (45) or high torque (90).
Here 45 and 90 refer to the approximate angle of the force vector in these two
setups compared to the standard end-to-end N-N pulling.
In both cases the Z1 domain could not fully unfold. Namely, in the Glu36
setup, only Z1 residues after position 36 could fully unfold, and in the Ala73
setup only Z1 residues after position 73 could fully unfold. While the tension
values observed within the domains are similar to those observed in the normal
N-N geometry, the tension was localized around the pulled and fixed residue (see
Fig. 15). In both cases the unfolding order was Z1 pulled, Z1 fixed, then TLT.
Importantly the unfolding force of TLT was considerably different from the one
found in the above described N-N trajectories. In the torque45 trajectories, the
Z1 domains fail at values between 200 pN and 220 pN (similar to the first domain
failure forces observed in the N-N trajectories), while TLT fails at a low force
of 130 pN, which is considerably lower than the failure force of ∼200 pN seen in
the N-N geometry. In contrast, the torque90 trajectories display lower forces for
the failure of the Z1 domains (∼160 pN) in both cases, but a very high force for
the failure of TLT of 350 pN, which is reminiscent of the TLT unfolding force
observed in the C-C geometry (Bodmer et al., 2015, Bertz et al., 2009). The Chi
values(not shown) observed in both the torque45 and torque90 trajectories show
notably higher baseline values than those from the N-N trajectories, suggesting
that the application of even modest torque distorts the complex considerably,
as all the starting values for each domain were extremely high in both cases
is 0.5. The torque45 trajectories allow for the majority of the Z1 domain to
unfold, while the torque90 trajectories only allow for significant unfolding in the
C-terminal region of the Z1 domain. The most noteworthy attribute of these
two setups is the TLT failure event (P3 in both geometries). Although the force
in torque90 is double that observed in the torque45 trajectories, TLT becomes
significantly more deformed when it fails compared to the TLT failure event
observed in the N-N trajectories. In these new trajectories, the Chi value for
all of TLT is 0.8, whereas the Chi associated with TLT failure in the N-N
trajectories displays a value of ∼ 0.6(data not shown), meaning that TLT is
more deformed when it fails under medium or high torque, regardless of the
actual force of failure. During all events, the actual tension on TLT is low, even
during the peak event, suggesting that the magnitude of the force of failure
is not determined by the internal interactions within TLT, but rather by the
interactions between TLT and the titin domain that it unzips or shears off of
during it’s unfolding.
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Figure 14: FEC, structural deformation, tension, and unfolding intermediate for
the pathway based on the 1/2 speed CSU contacts. Panel (A): FECs showing
alternate unfolding pathways P1 and P2 have similar force but partition into two
different pathways P1 green(P11) blue(P21) and P2 green(P12) and blue(P22)
(B): Tension from P1 and P2 of the two different pathways mentioned in (A).
Panel (C): Structural deformation from P1 and P2 of the two different pathways
mentioned in (A). Panel (D): Unfolding structure of the pathways from (A).
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Figure 15: Structure, FEC, and unfolding snapshots of 1YA5. Panel (A):
45(Black) and 90(Orange) pulling positions denoted. Panel (B): Force exten-
sion of 45(Black) and Ala 90(Orange) pulled trajectories. Panel (C): Unfolding
snapshots from the 45(black) and 90(orange) orientations.
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Simulations using the dimeric 2F8V structure
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Figure 16: Structure(forward and reverse view) of the 2x titin-TLT com-
plex(2F8V) Panel(A): Forward view. Panel(B): Reverse view. Disulfide bonds
are in green, the first unit consists of chain A in blue, chain B in red, and
TLT(T) in yellow, while the second unit consists of chain C in cyan, chain D in
magenta, and TLT(Y) in orange. This color convention is used in all unfolding
snapshots. The the disulfide bonds are found at Cys 188A to Cys 50T and Cys
188B to Cys 20T and in equivalent positions in the other titin-TLT unit Cys
188C to Cys 50Y and Cys188D to Cys20Y (Bertz et al., 2009).
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The two possible choices of the unit for the application of the external force in
the 2F8V complex led to different results. When the A or the C chains were
pulled and the B or D chains were fixed, respectively, the complex tended to
behave in a manner similar to 1YA5 (i.e., the titin-TLT complex in isolation),
namely the pulled Z1 domain tended to open first 70% of the time, followed by
TLT and the Z2 domain of the same chain in all of these trajectories. How-
ever when the B or D chains were pulled and the A or C chains were fixed,
respectively, the complex tended to follow the more rare pathways that occured
only in the 0.5 µm/s trajectories for the 1YA5 runs. Namely, only 20% of
these trajectories followed the typical 1YA5 pathway, where the pulled Z1 chain
opened entirely before any other unfolding events. In addition, we found a low
probability (5%) novel pathway in these 2F8V runs that we never observed in
1YA5, according to which TLT opened first. Interestingly, we observed a similar
pathway in our previous study of the mechanical behavior of the complex along
the C-C geometry (Bodmer et al., 2015). The tension behavior of 2F8V is not
noticeably different than 1YA5 when it follows the normal pathways and there
is no noticable tension exerted on the fixed unit by the pulled unit despite the
contacts between them. Like the torque experiments, the Chi of the pulled chain
has a very high baseline, possibly due to the proximity of the other complex,
but when following the standard pathway the trends observed in the Chi are the
same as those observed from N-N experiments (Fig. 13). However it is worth
noting that as the pulled unit is perturbed and unfolded, the fixed unit does
not undergo significant perturbation. We conclude that breaking the contacts
between the units does not result in notable structural changes.
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Figure 17: Representative Force extension curve of the 2F8V complex following
the typical 1YA5 unfolding pathway. Black and blue are from pulling the ABT
monomer, green is from pulling the CDY monomer
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Discussion
We found that the behavior of the titin-TLT complex was extremely diverse
when pulled along the N-N geometry. We observed considerable partitioning
over less than a single order of magnitude, and several of the alternate path-
ways were not merely variants of the main pathway. The extensive partitioning
observed in our simulations is highly indicative that the energy barrier of the
first unfolding event, the only significant barrier encountered in the N-N pulling
geometry, is fairly low. Over all CSU runs, the first domain to unfold is ei-
ther the pulled Z1A domain (70%) or the fixed Z1B domain (30%), but after
this domain fails, three different pathways appear with the unfolding of TLT
being the most probable event (76%) (see table 9). Once the initial unfolding
event occurs, the complex is able to navigate its conformational landscape freely
and thus a variety of pathways are observed. Unlike in the C-C physiological
direction, TLT does not play a significant role in stabilizing the bound titin
domains, as tension is not transduced from the failing domain to TLT. This is
most clearly seen in the fact that tension is not efficiently transduced between
titin domains and TLT even during events where TLT perturbs the structure
of titin when it unfolds. The N-term of the titin-TLT complex has no specific
mechanism by which to resist mechanical strain, and therefore extensive parti-
tioning is expected since there is no structural means through which individual
domains might be stabilized (Lee et al., 2006). TLT fails under forces typical
of an Ig domain, so even being confined between the A and B Z1Z2 titin chains
does not result in any stabilization against mechanical forces. Aside from the
second observed unfolding peak, where the unfolding of TLT perturbs the struc-
ture of one of the titin Z2 domains, in most cases the force resistance of each
titin domain is based entirely on internal contacts within the domain and seems
largely independent of interactions with TLT, compared to the C-terminal re-
sults where there is a strong proportional relationship (Bodmer et al., 2015).
The geometry of the force along the titin-TLT complex is such that unfolding
events do not typically display significant shearing between β-strands. Instead,
unzipping plays a major role in the opening of titin domains along the N-N
geometry which is consistent with a number of domains failing under low forces
i.e. 100 pN. The low failure force of titin domains observed in many peaks
across all of our CSU trajectories is consistent with low forces observed in Rief
and collborators AFM-based distribution for all unfolding peak forces after TLT
(Bertz et al., 2009).
The behavior of TLT itself during the observed unfolding pathways is equally
diverse particularly with respect to its behavior when tension is applied along
the C-Terminal region of the titin-TLT complex. In most cases, when the first
Z1 domain opens, the unfolding event results in the unfolded Z1 domain peeling
off of the TLT A or C strand, depending on whether the fixed or pulled end of
the complex unravels. Usually the next event is again the A or C strand peeling
off the opposing Z1 domain, so that the order is typically A then C when the
pulled end opens and C then A when the fixed end opens. This is followed by a
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180 degree rotation of the complex. However in a subset of the trajectories the
C-Terminal region of TLT completely unfolds temporarily, which is unexpected
since the C-terminal region of TLT does not bear any force directly. This eratic
behavior within TLT suggests that it is poorly tuned for any form of force sig-
nalling in respect to forces applied to the N-terminal domain of the titin-TLT
complex.
The behavior of TLT becomes even more interesting when it fails when torque
is applied to the system. We found that, when torque is applied perpendicular
to the N-N axis of the complex, TLT withstands forces characteristic of the C-C
physiological pulling direction. This is important given that TLT is suggested
to be an important protein in mechanotransduction. It is additionally telling
because, as a general rule we have shown that the N-terminal region of the
titin-TLT complex is so poorly tuned to resist forces aligned to the N-terminus
of the protein, and yet it is suprisingly resilient to torque, withstanding almost
twice the force as the individual titin Z-domains. This strongly suggests that
the role of TLT in the titin-TLT complex is to help the complex resist rotational
forces, rather than linear forces. This is consistent with observations of the high
unfolding force in the C-C geometry (Bodmer et al., 2015) where TLT must
rotate 180 degrees to unravel.
In the normal pathways, i.e., where Z1A or Z1B open first, the Z domains con-
sistently unravel sequentially from the N-term, regardless of whether the domain
is opening during the first or the final peak. In all cases, the Z domains open
from the A and A’ strand first, and the B strand usually pulls off next with the
C-G strands opening later. The primary exception to this is when the fixed end
of the complex opens first. This time, the N-terminal A and A’ strands are still
the first to open, but the unraveling then continues with the C-terminal region
of the domain as the F strand pulls off, resulting in the intact region to flip ∼90
degrees before the rest of the domains unravel.
The pathway partitioning observed in the N-N pulling results in as much vari-
ety within TLT itself as it does in the general domain unfolding order. When
titin-TLT unfolds along the most common Z1A first pathway, the Z1A strand
peels off of the TLT A strand. When TLT actually detaches during the second
peak, the TLT C strand peels off the Z2B domain as the complex rotates by
180 degrees. When the fixed Z1B end opens first, the unfolding pathway of
TLT is essential reversed, with the Z1B strand peeling off TLT strand C, and
then TLT strand A peels off of Z1A, while the complex rotates 180 degrees. In
46 % of trajectories, the C-terminus of TLT actually unravels, generally when
the first Z2 domain opens, but this occurs predominantly when the Z1A pulled
end unravels first and rarely occurs when the Z1B fixed end opens first. This
behavior occurs less frequently at lower pulling speeds, as these speeds are more
likely to result in unfolding from the pulled end.
Additionaly, the C-terminal region of TLT is confined when complexed with
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another titn-TLT unit, TLT residues 74-79 are in direct contact with the other
unit, these contacts are predominately with the Z2 domain of the D chain of
2F8V(the equivalent chain to the B chain in 1YA5). Additionally the C-terminal
end of TLT, position 89, makes several contacts with the Z1 domain of chain
C(the A chain equivalent). Both of these areas of intrachain contact result in a
total of 13 CSU contacts. Although the C-terminus of TLT does not typically
experience any force during the N-N pulling geometry, these contacts must be
broken for the TLT C-terminus to break away from the other titin-TLT unit,
which is an event that must happen in the typical rotating motion of TLT
opening. These contacts are enough to perturb the unfolding order in some tra-
jectories, and the second peak, usually TLT unfolding experiences an average
stabilization of almost 30pN with respect to the ABT unit of the dimer, while
the CDY unit does not experience such stabilization. The CDY unit is actually
destabilized by the association, as the first unfolding event average 194 pN, com-
pared to the 240 pN observed in 1YA5. The contacts between TLT(ABT) and
the Z2 domain of the second unit(CDY) result in steric hindrance when TLT
tries to detach, a process that is unhindered when a single complex is pulled in
isolation. It is very interesting to note that the relationship between the two
dimer units is one-sided, as only the ABT unit experiences a benefit, and the
CDY unit is actually destabilized. Other protein-protein interactions with TLT
are probable, but the location of interaction is unknown, but it is likely that
even a small contact area may further alter force resistance, and as we observe,
the force resistance from such an association could increase or decrease, suggest-
ing the possibility of a regulatory dimension - the unfolding pathways observed
from pulling ABT and CDY are not significantly different, but the unfolding
forces of CDY during peak 1 are only 80% of those experiences by ABT, or even
1YA5, whereas the peak 2 unfolding forces of ABT are actually 110% stronger
than those seen in 1YA5, whereas peak 2 of CDY is essentially the same. This is
not surprising as 2F8V has 1736 contacts compared to the 922 seen in 1YA5, so
it’s obvious that the association disrupts about 5% of the contacts that would
be expected in 2 separate TLT complexes. Of the contacts within 2F8V, they
are approximately evenly distributed between ABT and CDY.
The fact that we had to use CSU based contacts instead of the standard 8A
cutoff Go contacts to recover experimental behavior is very telling. The Go
based contacts typically employed by the SOP model have a proven track record
at exploring the mechanical behavior of well-behaved beta sheet proteins and the
method has been proven on several other proteins, including other IG proteins
(Duan et al., 2011, Joshi et al., 2010, Lee et al., 2012). This method was
even highly successful in producing the expected force values for this system in
the C-C pulling geometry (Bodmer et al., 2015). Additionally, it successfully
accounted for the first unfolding event in the N-N pulling geometry, but its
failure after the first event allows us to make important inferences about the
system. Simply put, the system is not well-behaved along the N-N geometry, an
observation noted in the original AFM experiments, where only 2% of the data
was reported (Bertz et al., 2009). The model assumes the structural stability of
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the protein in question, and the fact that the model initially failed to reproduce
the experimental behavior implies that the N-term of the titin-TLT complex is
not an optimized system. The extensive partitioning observed in the structurally
based CSU runs only strengthens this argument.
Our simulations of the mechanical behavior of the titin-TLT complex under the
action of force oriented perpendicular and at 45 degrees from the N-N direction
strongly support the role of TLT as force transducer under torque. For exam-
ple, our finding that the force required to unravel TLT along the perpendicular
direction is as high as the one measured when pulling along the C-C orientation
and leads to the shearing of TLT from the titin chains is the hallmark of an effi-
cient force transducer. In contrast, along the N-N direction and the one oriented
at 45 degrees from it TLT is weak failing under forces that are less than half
the previous value and opens by unzipping from the titin chains. Along these
directions TLT is not a good force transducer. As mechanotransduction usually
involves converting mechanical force into chemical reactions, and because TLT
interacts with with a variety of ion channels such as minK, a potassium chan-
nel β-subunit, as well as with sodium channels Knoll et al. (2011a), our results
suggest that the region of interaction between TLT and these proteins could be
located in the part of TLT that resists to the perpendicular force (torque).
(TLT A peels off Z1, TLT-C peels off Z1). Importantly, the fact that TLT
recovers its high rigidity (manifested as elevated unraveling force) from the C-C
orientation when torque is applied perpendicular to the N-N direction is crucial
for its proposed mechanotransduction role as the higher stiffness might also
facilitate long-distance force propagation because stresses tend to dissipate less
in stiffer structures (Wang et al., 2009).
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Setup CSU (1 µm/s) CSU (0.5 µm/s)
Z1Z2T Peak1 243 ± 11 238 ± 7
Z1Z2T Peak2 201 ± 15 198 ± 18
Z1Z2T Peak3 — —
Table 5: Statistics of unfolding forces (in pN)
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Chapter 2: Supplementary Information
Supplemental experimental procedures
I.1 Structures used in simulations
Our simulations started from the structure of the titin-TLT complex 1YA5
(Marino et al., 2006) from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000).
Each titin chain consists of two domains: Z1 (1−98) and Z2 (100−198). TLT
is comprised of a single domain (1−89).
We also ran additional simulations of the 2F8V complex (Pinotsis et al., 2006)
from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000). The domain com-
positions are identical to those described above in 1YA5, except two separate
units of the 1YA5 composition are together in stable complex.
I.2 Simulation parameters for SOP contacts
In our standard SOP-model simulations, we used the value of 1.25 kcal/mol
for h in Eqn.(1) from the main text, which denotes the strength of the van
der Waals interactions between amino acids. This is the typical value for an
immunoglobulin domain (Duan et al., 2011). For the interface between titin G-
strands and TLT we assigned an h value of 3.00 kcal/mol based on the results
of the SMD runs conducted by Schulten and coworkers (Lee et al., 2006). To
mimic the AFM experimental setup (Bertz et al., 2009), the N-term end of a
titin chain was stretched at constant pulling speed, with the N-term from the
other titin chain kept fixed and the cantilever spring constant was ks = 20
pN/nm, which is in the AFM experimental range. The range of pulling speeds
used in our simulations follows closely the experimental set-up varying in the
range v = 0.5 µm/s and v = 1 µm/s. Details regarding the number of runs for
each pulling scenario are provided in Table 6.
I.3 Extraction of the Contacts of Structural Units (CSU)
map
CSU derived contacts (Sobolev et al., 1999) were used for pulling experiments
replacing all PDB derived SOP-based contacts. The CSU contact list was gen-
erated by comparing the SOP-based list to the CSU contact list from the PDB
(Sobolev et al., 1999). In addition, CSU contacts were only included in the list
only if the surface area in contact between the residues exceedes 10 A˚2. In gen-
eral, the CSU led to contact maps with fewer contacts (1/3) compared to the
SOP-based list. The CSU contact maps were run with the strength of contacts
in the titin and TLT domains set to h = 1.8 kcal/mol, while keeping the value
of 3.0 kcal/mol for all the contacts at the interfaces between the G-strands of
the 4 titin domains with TLT. The 1.8 kcal/mol value was chosen such that
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it ensures the conservation of the total nonbonded energy of the protein when
the total number of contacts in the CSU list decreases compared to the original
SOP list. Namely, the SOP contact list has a total of 1535 native contacts,
while the CSU contains only 922 contacts for the 1YA5 PDB structure. The
same parameterization was used on the 2F8V structure, which had a total of
1736 total contacts divided between both dimer units. Details regarding CSU
runs for 1YA5 and 2F8V can be found in 6
I.4 Simulation time step for the coarse-grained models
We carried out Brownian dynamics simulations at room temperature (T=300K).
The integration time step, h, was computed using the expression h=0.16τH,
where τH=ζhτL/kBT is the characteristic time for Brownian motion (Veitshans
et al., 1997). Here we used ζ=50, the unitless friction coefficient which accounts
for the high friction regime, τL = 1.6ps, the time scale for Langevin simulations,
and kBT , the thermal energy (kBT=0.6kcal/mol at T=300K). These choices
led to an integration time step of 32 ps. It is important to note that this value
is short enough to prevent any large fluctuations in covalent bonds that could
lead to divergence of the covalent part of the energy function, i.e., of the FENE
potential from Eqn.(1) in the main text.
I.5 Tension propagation
To monitor the progress of tension propagation from the point of application of
force inside the chain, we calculated the force on each covalent bond between
residues i and i + 1 and we assigned it to residue i. The force is obtained
from the covalent part of the potential energy function of the SOP model, i.e.,
from the FENE potential in Eqn.(1) from the main text as described in (Joshi
et al., 2010) according to fi(t) = k(ri,i+1 − r
o
i,i+1)

 1
1−
(ri,i+1−r
o
i,i+1
)2
R20

. Here,
ri,i+1 is the distance between two neighboring positions, r
o
i,i+1 is the distance
between neighboring positions in the native structure, R0 is 2 A˚, and k is 20
kcal/(mol A˚2). Similar to the overlap function change, we computed a time
averaged tension < fi > over the same time period (∆t) used to determine the
overlap function change. In all graphs, we report DeltaF, which is the difference
between this average tension and the average tension in a reference time interval
took from the start of each peak.
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Supplemental Tables
Setup 1 µm/s 0.5 µm/s
SOP 20 16
CSU 20 19
2F8VAB 10 -
2F8VCD 10 -
Table 6: Statistics of runs. Number of trajectories ran for each each pulling
speed. SOP refers to runs initiated from the 1YA5 PDB structure with the SOP-
based contact map, additional details of these runs can be found in 18. CSU
stands for runs initiated from the 1YA5 PDB structure with the CSU-based
contact map, additional details for these runs can be found in 13. 2F8VAB
stands for runs initiated from 2F8V dimeric PDB structure with the CSU based
contact map, the ABT unit of the dimer was pulled. 2F8VCD stands for runs
initiated from 2F8V dimeric PDB structure with the CSU based contact map,
the CDY unit of the dimer was pulled. Additional details for both orientations
can be found at 17.
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Setup SOP (1 µm/s) CSU (1 µm/s) CSU (0.5 µm/s)
Pulled Z1 first 100 % 78 % 63 %
Fixed Z1 first 0 % 22 % 37 %
TLT second 0 % 89 % 63 %
Table 7: Statistics pathway unfolding order
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Figure 18: Force extension curve (FEC) and unfolding pathway for the observed
SOP produced unfolding pathway in the titin-TLT complex under forces applied
at the N-term ends. Panel (A): FEC. P1 is Z1A unfolding(261 pN average
force), P2 is Z1B unfolding (B): The starting structure and unfolding steps
corresponding to P1 and P2 from panel (A).
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SUMMARY
The titin-telethonin complex, essential for anchoring filaments in the Z-disc of
the sarcomere, is composed of immunoglobulin domains, but displays a broad
range of mechanical behaviors, with significant dependence on direction and
force orientation. This makes the titin-telethonin complex an intriguing can-
didate for study and use in the rapidly emerging field of bio-materials. Since
titin-telethonin form a stable complex in solution, using it in both tandems and
bundles provides an opportunity to produce a mechanically robust, but finely
tuned material capable of responding differently to forces over a range of 200-800
pN.
Key words: mechanical behavior; coarse-grained simulations; single-molecule
experiments; protein tandems; protein bundles
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Introduction
Developing novel biologically derived materials is of considerable interest in
biomedical engineering and other health care related fields. Such materials
could potentially be used to solve biologically relevant problems, or develop
novel treatments superior to those currently in use. Biological molecules such
as proteins are promising prospective candidates because their structural prop-
erties can potentially be tuned through chemical modification or changes to the
original protein sequence. The body already contains natural complex materials
that have diverse physical properties i.e. tendons which considerably vary in
rigidity between the elastic portion of the tendon and the point of attachment
at the bone(Genin et al., 2009). The basis of this rigidity depends on mineral-
ization along the tendon as well as the alignment of the fibers within the tendon.
Recent computational studies on the mechanical properties of fibronectin bun-
dles have demonstrated that the mechanical behavior of the entire bundle can be
finely tuned through the modification of intermolecular interactions and molecu-
lar arrangements among individual protein units within the bundle(Peleg et al.,
2012). Additionally, fibronectin contains cryptic binding sites capable of bind-
ing with other proteins. The treatment of cryptic sites in this study allowed for
an additional degree of mechanical control of the bundles.
We have determined that the titin-TLT complex is an excellent candidate for
study as a novel biomaterial due to the large number of points of attach-
ment(Bertz et al., 2009) which provide for variable force orientations, the strongly
directional nature of its force resistance(Bertz et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2006,
Bodmer et al., 2015), and its natural propensity to form higher order struc-
tures(Pinotsis et al., 2006). This propensity, while clearly observed in solution
and crystal studies, may have additional biological relevance. Early studies
on titin-TLT proposed different stoichiometries of association, in some cases as
much as 6:1. Although the biological relevance of the 2:1 association as seen in
the 1YA5 structure of the titin-TLT complex, it is not clear that this is the only
biologically relevant form that titin-TLT can assume, particularly in regards to
the long and highly disordered C-terminal tail of TLT which is not present in
crystal structures. Additionally the, long, disordered C-terminal tail of TLT
is a likely candidate for cryptic binding sites as described above in the Vogels
study, and thus it has another potential layer of diverse mechanical properties
if full length TLT is used in the formation of tandems or bundles.
We have developed two primary strategies to study the titin-TLT complex as
a biomaterial, forming titin-TLT tandems and forming higher order titin-TLT
bundles. Each strategy offers potentially different responses to applied force
promising considerable versatility in applications. We have performed prelimi-
nary experiments on titin-TLT tandems of different lengths and different attach-
ments. In addition we have produced a number of docked structures to serve as
building blocks for higher order bundles. We have only explored a few of many
possible scenarios of examining titin-TLT tandems, but we have already seen
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Figure 19: Structure of the 3 C-C tandem of the titin-TLT complex(1YA5) with,
chain A in blue, chain B in red, and TLT in yellow. This color convention is
used in all unfolding snapshots. All structural renderings of the complex found
in this chapter were produced using VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996) and Povray.
a variety of possible unfolding behaviors displaying elements consistent with
known behavior of the C-C pulled titin-TLT, N-N pulled titin-TLT, and novel
behavior not characterized by behavior observed in pulling the monomeric com-
plex. Previous works on homogenous protein tandems indicates that tandems
of longer length experience a significant decrease of force necessary to achieve
the first unfolding peak(Zhmurov et al., 2010a). Although our system is a het-
erogeneous tandem composed of titin and telethonin, the decrease in unfolding
force is expected behavior, however the extent of force reduction is unclear.
Materials and methods
Models used in simulations
All of our simulations were performed using the SOP program(Zhmurov et al.,
2010b) using the standard conditions, as described in chapter 1. All of our
tandems and bundles were derived from 1YA5(Zou et al., 2006) as described in
Chapter 1, SI. Titin-TLT tandems were generated automatically using the topol-
ogy generation portion of the gSOP program(Zhmurov et al., 2010b), tandems
were constructed by attaching each monomer with a 5 glycine linker. The con-
nectivity between the monomers were defined by supplying the chain/residue
number used for the point of connectivity. Additionally, certain tandems were
constructed by hand by translating and in some cases also rotating the coor-
dinates of each atom in the titin-TLT complex with a simple awk script. The
linkers were then manually constructed by hand by determining the appropriate
coordinates with the assumption that each Ca to Ca bond would be approxi-
mately 3.8 Angstroms. Several different complexes were produced a direct
Z1-Z2 N-C linkage resulting in a single long titin tandem backbone. Additional
complexes were generated by forming N-N and C-C linkages using the N-N and
C-C monomers (Bodmer et al., 2015) as each unit in the tandem. Tandem com-
plexes were pulled using gSOP, with a standard pulling speed of 1 micron/s,
with an h of 0.16 and a resulting integration time step of 32ps.
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Higher order bundles were constructed using several docking programs(GRAMM-
X, Z-Dock, HADDOCK)(Tovchigrechko and Vasker, 2006, Pierce et al., 2014,
Dominguez et al., 2003, de Vries et al., 2007), docking different portions of the
Z1-Z2 chain of the 1YA5 complex to a copy of itself. Candidate structures were
selected based on specific criteria, our primary criteria was based on regularity
of stacking of each monomer and whether the orientation presented the possi-
bility of promulgating a regular stacking of subsequent monomers. Additionally
other complexes were selected based on the distances between the C-terminal
ends of TLT chains between each monomer unit, as this orientation may be
related to known solution and crystal structures observed by the Wilmanns
group(Pinotsis et al., 2006). At present, our primary exploration of bundles has
used the 2F8V (Pinotsis et al., 2006) PDB (Berman et al., 2000) structure and
is described in the methods of chapter 2. We have not performed any pulling
experiments on generated docked structures, and we have not performed any
MD simulations(i.e. equilibration, minimization) on these docked structures..
Results
The unfolding forces observed in tandems is comparable, but lower, than those
seen in the C-C monomer with the tandems having an average failure force for
the first Z2 domain of 751 ± 13 pN compared to 760 ± 19 observed in the
monomer, other forces are comparable until the 3rd tandem unit fails(compare
monomer forces 1 to tandem forces 8 Tension analysis of tandems demonstrates
that the force is efficiently propagated throughout the system, with significant
tension being observed on all connected ends of the tandem monomeric units,
with each unit closely resembling the C-C monomer discussed in chapter 1.
The primary difference in the tandem behavior is that monomeric units are
observed unfolding from the fixed or pulled end, either the external ”outside”
ends of the whole tandem or one of the internal monomeric units. This kind of
partitioning is an expected observation(Zhmurov et al., 2010a), and it indicates
that our system is well behaved as a tendem complex to lengths of at least
N=3 monomeric units. The behavior of the tandem units is consistent with
behavior observed in the titin-TLT monomer, however novel behavior is also
observed where spontaneous domain failure is observed, see Fig. 21. This
failure is most often observed on internal units and it is not clear whether it is
a stochastic process. We do observe a decrease in the initial unfolding forces as
predicted by Zhmurov(Zhmurov et al., 2010a), but forces do not seem to return
to characteristic values observed in the monomer after subsequent unfolding
events, see Fig. 20.
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Figure 20: Force extension curve (FEC) and unfolding pathway for the observed
SOP produced unfolding pathway of the 3 C-C tandem complex under forces
applied at the C-term ends. The dotted orange line represents the behavior of
the “monomer”, the solid black line indicates the monomeric unfolding force for
the first Z2 domain.
The complex fails on a monomeric basis, meaning that we do not observe any
domain failing outside of the currently unfolding 1YA5 unit, i.e. if a domain
from unit 2 fails, we never observe a domain from unit 1 or 3 failing until all three
unfoldable domains from unit 2 have failed, thus each unit always produces 2 or
3 detectable peaks before the next unit opens, however the third peak of each
monomeric unit tends to disappear as a detectable event as subsequent 1YA5
units open, it is observed in 100% of trajectories when the first unit opens, and
is seen in none of the trajectories by the time that the last intact monomeric unit
opens i.e. the final titin domain of the third unit to unfold always fails with TLT.
The different tandem units display preferential unfolding order at 1 µm/s, the
first unit(pulled end) either unfolds first or second, but is never observed as
the last unit to fail. The third unit(fixed end) can unfold first, but it is never
observed as the second domain to unfold. It is unclear whether this is a factor
of the structure, or if it is a statistical artifact due to the small number of runs.
The preference toward the pulled end opening is observed in chapter 1, where
the C-C SOP opens from the pulled end 95$
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Figure 21: Unfolding intermediates for pathways where TLT fails with another
domain and where it unfolds as its own detectable event.
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Figure 22: Tension of a simultaneous TLT failure trajectory. Tension on the
whole molecule and the unit which opens.
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Discussion
Surprisingly, we do not see recovery of monomeric forces in our tandems, though
we do observe the characteristic force drop in initial unfolding peaks. Its pos-
sible that this is due to the fact that our system is a heteropolymer instead of
a homopolymer, or that our sample size is too small to observe this phenomenon.
Our C-C tandems show novel unfolding behavior that is not observed in the
monomer, specifically simultaneous domain failure of TLT and Z2 during un-
folding events. It is not clear whether this behavior is present but very rare in
the monomer, or whether this behavior is distinct to our tandem system; we
have not previously observed this behavior in 70 total C-C trajectories(Bodmer
et al., 2015). Unlike in the monomer, we observe insofar as the same unit does
not consistently unfold, and sometimes the complex unfolds either from the
pulled end or from the pulled side, this partitioning is much more reminiscent
of the N-N orientation with CSU contacts 14 than the C-C with SOP contacts
2. We never observed any meaningful partitioning in the monomer - the SOP
trajectories always unfolded at the pulled end, and the CSU trajectories always
unfolded at the fixed end. Despite the changes in order, it is always a Z2 do-
main that unfolds first, sometimes with TLT (40 %). The simultaneous failure
of Z2 and TLT is very characteristic of the N-N geometry with CSU contacts13,
however it is never observed with SOP contacts.
Despite the simultaneous domain failure, high Z2 unfolding forces are still ob-
served 2. This force is a result of the shearing Z2 G-TLT interface as observed
in the C-C monomer(Lee et al., 2006, Bodmer et al., 2015), with the expected
decrease in force as described by Zhmurov(Zhmurov et al., 2010a). In addition,
our N-C tandems show lower 200pN peaks representing the failure of the N-
terminal titin domains, and higher 600 pN peaks representing the failure of
C-terminal titin domains, with the Z2-TLT shearing seen in the C-C monomer.
At present, we have not quantified the N-N tandems, however it is expected that
CSU contacts(Sobolev et al., 1999) will be necessary to probe the mechanical be-
havior of such tandems. The N-N pulling is characterised by heavy partitioning
14 and such partitioning is expected to be exagerated in any N-N tandems.
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Tables
Setup 3CC (1 µm/s)
Peak1 751 ± 13
Peak2 279 ± 96
Peak3 225 ± 26
Peak4 746 ± 26
Peak5 250 ± 117
Peak6 216 ± 0
Peak7 752 ± 23
Peak8 268 ± 60
Table 8: Statistics of unfolding forces (in pN)
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Setup Unit 1(pulled) Unit 2 Unit 3(fixed)
First 40 % 40 % 20 %
Second 60 % 40 % 0 %
Third 0 % 20 % 80 %
Table 9: Unfolding order by tandem unit
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